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STRONG STANDARDS:                  A REVIEW OF CHANGES TO STATE STANDARDS SINCE THE COMMON CORE

INTRODUCTION
It has been seven years since the Common Core State Standards (CCSS or Common Core) were developed and quickly adopted by 
45 states and the District of Columbia. Since then, 24 of those states have reviewed and revised their English language arts (ELA) 
and mathematics standards. In most states, the review process was triggered in response to mounting political opposition to the 
Common Core or associated testing and accountability policies. As the political battles have largely subsided, it is time to take stock of 
the condition of standards across these states. At Achieve, we wanted to know whether the new standards are any good.

More specifically, we set out to learn how well these state-specific standards incorporate the best available evidence about the  
characteristics of high-quality college- and career-ready (CCR) standards — standards that, if met, would prepare young people to 
enter and succeed in entry-level, credit-bearing courses in postsecondary institutions and to have access to careers.

Achieve was founded more than 20 years ago for this very purpose: to evaluate and help states get their standards right. 
Because of our experience working with states on their standards over the past two decades, Achieve is uniquely positioned to 
evaluate them. Getting state CCR standards “right” is key to improving the performance of each state’s K–12 system and the 
preparation of its young people. Academic standards are the cornerstone of a state’s K–12 education system, and all other  
academic efforts in states and districts are predicated on getting the standards — academic expectations — correct. Aim too 
low, and high school graduates are unprepared for life after high school. It goes without saying that standards are just the  
beginning and that without solid implementation (educator professional development, aligned curricula and assessments, etc.), 
the promise of high expectations cannot be fully met.

Achieve pioneered the concept of CCR standards through our signature initiative, the American Diploma Project, a research 
and development project carried out in partnership with the Thomas B. Fordham Institute and The Education Trust to identify 
the mathematics and literacy skills essential for success in postsecondary education and training programs. In 2005, Achieve 
formed the American Diploma Project Network of 35 states committed to aligning their standards, assessments, and high 
school graduation requirements with the skill demands of college and careers. We worked with teams of K–12 and  
postsecondary educators and employers in 16 states to revise their high school standards in ELA and mathematics. By 2008, 
we found that when each state anchored its standards in the real-world evidence of what students need for postsecondary 
success, a common core of expectations emerged across the states. This finding provided an “existence proof” that states could 
work together to develop common standards and was a key part of the foundation for the CCSS initiative led by the Council of 
Chief State School Officers and the National Governors Association.

The CCSS initiative was also spurred by the growing recognition that state standards suffered from common weaknesses. For 
example, virtually none were intentionally aligned with the skills necessary for postsecondary success, and few were benchmarked 
to expectations in high-performing countries. Instead, state standards represented an agreement among content experts regarding 
what is desirable for students to learn, but they were not developed based on a careful analysis of evidence regarding the skills 
students must have by the time they complete high school to enter and succeed in two- and four-year colleges, career training 
programs, and the workplace. 
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1  Porter, McMaken, Hwang, & Yang, 2011. 
2  Schmidt, 2010. 
3  Ibid.

Prior to the CCSS, there was little consistency across states in the content, clarity, or rigor of expectations from grade to  
grade in core reading and mathematics standards. Research by Andy Porter and his colleagues found as few as 20 percent  
of grade-level mathematics standards were common across states.1 Further, compared to high-performing countries,  
mathematics curricula and standards in U.S. states were “a mile wide and an inch deep” according to Professor Bill Schmidt  
at Michigan State University.2  Schmidt also noted that “[t]he U.S. curriculum as reflected in many of the states’ standards and 
in our nation’s textbooks tends to reflect an arbitrariness where topics appear somewhat haphazardly throughout the grades. 
For example, teachers are expected to introduce relatively advanced mathematics in the earliest grades before students have 
had an opportunity to master basic concepts and computational skills. Secondly, the curriculum continues to focus on basic 
computational skills through grade eight and perhaps beyond.” 3 

State reading standards also had characteristic weaknesses. For example, standards for reading comprehension typically showed little 
or no progression from grade to grade. As a result, the expectations for students sometimes stagnated, which contributed to low 
levels of rigor. We learned from ACT’s research that students in college and employees in the workforce are expected to read and 
understand texts that are significantly more challenging than the texts students typically read in high school.

The CCSS effectively addressed these weaknesses; so have the state standards reviewed in this study. Based on this analysis as well 
as even more detailed reviews Achieve has conducted for a number of states in this study, we can say with confidence that across the 
country and with very few exceptions, the quality of state standards is significantly higher now than prior to the development of the 
Common Core.  

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
The state English language arts (ELA) standards reviewed in this analysis almost universally reflect the key elements research has 
identified as necessary foundations for college and career readiness. These elements are supported by research and constitute 
a core body of knowledge and skills that students need for citizenship and to be successful in college and their chosen careers. 
Achieve reviewers looked specifically at seven key elements in ELA standards to determine if the standards meet the bar for  
college and career readiness:

 •  Foundational Skills: College- and career-ready (CCR) standards should address the skills of phonemic awareness,  
phonics, and fluency in the early grades and delineate the skills that will prime students for success in reading  
comprehension and writing. 

 •  Reading Standards for Literary and Informational Texts: Reading standards should address a suite of skills that require 
students to make meaning from text. Research suggests that a key element of college and career readiness is students’ 
ability to comprehend literature and informational texts, including literary nonfiction. The relationship between content 
knowledge and informational text reading is also well supported by research. Both findings point to the importance of 
standards including expectations around literature and informational text reading. 

 •  Evidence Drawn from Text: Standards should delineate expectations that students defend ideas, beliefs, or claims with 
authoritative, relevant, and well-researched sources. Thus, CCR standards should state clear expectations that students 
refer to text(s) when researching a topic and presenting their ideas. 
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 •  Academic Vocabulary Acquisition and Use: CCR standards for ELA should state clear expectations around vocabulary, 
including a focus on vocabulary acquisition skills and on Tier II/academic and domain-specific words. 

 •  Writing (Specifically from Sources) and Research: Writing standards should focus on process and product, with an  
emphasis on using text-based sources to develop a written idea. CCR research also suggests that students will need skills  
in producing texts across narrative, informational, and argumentative modes. In addition, CCR research points to the  
importance of students’ skills in inquiry — evaluating the credibility and reliability of sources, integrating across sources,  
and focusing research questions. Standards can encourage this work by specifying short- and long-term research projects.

 •  Oral Communication and Collaboration: Standards for communication and collaboration should state the expectation 
for students to acquire language through listening to others and verbally producing expressions, starting in the earliest 
years and continuing through high school. These twin skills help students in later years understand and produce  
written language. CCR research also suggests that students at all grade levels should develop skills in collaborative  
and cooperative learning and discussion, in making oral presentations and using effective techniques for delivery, and  
in analyzing and evaluating the messages and techniques of oral and multimedia messages. 

 •  Grammar and Conventions: CCR standards should include a sequence of grammar and convention skills that build and 
can be reinforced across grade levels in increasingly sophisticated oral and written contexts.

Achieve analyzed the state standards themselves — those statements that articulate the specific expectations for student 
performance, knowledge, and/or skill — and how the state approaches text complexity. To evaluate states’ text complexity 
guidelines, Achieve reviewed information often presented in accompanying state documents that are inextricably tied to student 
performance in ELA. Specifically, the reviewers: 

 •  Evaluated each state’s ELA standards against the key elements, listed above, indicated by CCR research; and

 •  Appraised each state’s standards and guidelines around text complexity for steadily increasing expectations from  
kindergarten through grade 12 that prepare students for postsecondary reading expectations.

This section of the report presents and discusses the key findings around the ELA standards and their attendant text  
complexity guidelines.

HIGH-LEVEL FINDINGS FOR ELA

This review of state ELA standards revealed the following trends and key findings:

 •  Twenty out of 24 states reviewed include or have retained each of the key elements required in ELA to prepare 
students for citizenship, college, and career. 

  In ELA, most states reviewed strongly include the seven research-backed elements of college and career readiness 
listed above and reflect an ongoing commitment to preparing students to meet a range of postsecondary literacy 
demands. As a result, whether students move from school to school, across districts, or over state lines, they will face 
similar rigorous expectations — to cite textual evidence in support of their claims and conclusions, to write arguments, 
to conduct research, and to analyze and discuss what they have read. The shared commitment to key CCR elements is 
promising for educators as well. In large part, educators can still share a common language, professional development, 
and curricular materials across state lines as well as collaborate with their peers on a whole range of academic issues.
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 •  States address text complexity in a variety of ways; some of the approaches threaten to undermine the state’s 
CCR agenda. 

  The texts high school graduates are likely to encounter in college and on the job are complex and challenging. And, the 
ability to comprehend complex text — not the ability to distinguish between literal and inferential thinking, find the main 
idea, or identify supporting details — is the factor that most differentiates college-ready readers from those students who 
are not ready for the reading demands.4 

  Various elements affect the complexity of a text; these elements include vocabulary, the length of the sentences, the 
text’s organization and structure (such as shifting perspectives or flashbacks in a literary text or the use of clear transitions 
in an informational text), and the knowledge required to understand a text (and the reader’s familiarity with the topic). A 
text’s complexity is determined through a combination of quantitative measures (using formulas that calculate sentence 
and word length and word frequency, for example) and qualitative elements (such as by an evaluation of the language, 
structure, and knowledge demands of the text). Research has shown that college, workforce training, and workplace  
reading materials are written at a level of difficulty that exceeds the levels of difficulty of the texts most students  
encounter in high school. As a matter of equity and excellence — and to ensure that all students are prepared for  
postsecondary demands — states need to set clear guidelines for text complexity (using both quantitative and qualitative 
measures) that steadily increase through the grades to college- and career-level reading. 

  Some states have adopted strong ELA standards and clear, explicit guidance on text complexity, resulting in a CCR-
aligned system. One key concern of Achieve reviewers, however, is that this fundamental college and career readiness 
requirement — text complexity — is imperfectly represented in several states. Some states include standards that set an 
expectation for increasing text complexity but fail to provide — perhaps inadvertently — clear, explicit guidance on how 
to evaluate appropriate complexity grade to grade. As noted above, this lack of guidance creates serious equity concerns: 
Without clarity on text complexity, the state cannot assume parity in academic reading expectations among students 
across the state, especially for those students most vulnerable to low academic expectations. 

  A few states present conflicting or optional text complexity guidance, leaving these decisions to individual districts or 
schools even though a lack of clear state-level guidance could easily result in lower expectations for some students. 
These states stand in stark contrast with other states that provide clear guidance around text complexity so that districts, 
schools, and teachers across the state grasp the importance of consistent CCR expectations for text complexity.

  In addition to providing clear, consistent, and comprehensive guidance, states can also nudge districts toward making  
effective CCR decisions around text complexity in other ways, including: 

 •  Emphasizing text complexity in preservice education; 

 •  Providing targeted and ongoing professional development;

 •  Encouraging use of resources such as the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) Navigating Text Complexity 
website5 built by and for states; and

 •  Ensuring that the statewide assessment test passages align in complexity with the state’s grade-level text complexity 
guidelines and that these parameters around text complexity on the statewide assessment system are made transparent 
to educators statewide. 

4  ACT, 2006. 
5 http://www.ccsso.org/Navigating_Text_Complexity.html
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 •  While most state standards continue to address vital content and skills, some revisions have made sharing  
curricular or assessment materials more challenging for states. 

  As states have made revisions to reorder or renumber standards, add standards, remove standards, manipulate anchor 
standards, or remove clear expectations around text complexity, educators in different states will have more difficulty 
sharing curricular and assessment materials and noting alignment of materials. Educators aligning their new standards to 
curricular and assessment materials developed outside of their home state will have to pay careful attention to differences 
in language to ensure that their state standards are addressed. 

AN ANALYSIS OF STATE ELA STANDARDS 
Aligning academic expectations to postsecondary demands is critical for states interested in preparing students for college,  
career, and civic life. By setting clear, rigorous K–12 educational standards, states can help ensure that the same high standards  
for academic excellence are shared across districts, schools, and classrooms statewide and that all students are prepared for the 
next grade level and beyond. 

Each state was analyzed for each CCR element and rated on a three-point scale:

6

Rating Explanation

2: STRONG The CCR element is clearly and fully addressed.

1: MODERATE The CCR element is not clearly or completely addressed.

0: WEAK The CCR element is weak/nonexistent. 

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
Almost all states reviewed have foundational literacy standards that address phonemic awareness, phonics, and fluency. 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

CCR standards should address the skills of phonemic awareness, phonics, and fluency in the early grades and delineate the 
skills that will prime students for success in reading comprehension and writing.

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

States should include clearly delineated foundational reading standards in the early grades. Early literacy is the foundation upon 
which more complex reading and writing skills are built. Students with weak phonics skills who are unable to decode fluently and 
automatically when reading texts of increasing grade-level complexity will struggle with reading and writing in later grades.

Some states revised their foundational skills standards in interesting and innovative ways that further support early literacy  
development. For example, Arizona, Oklahoma, and Tennessee added standards for foundational writing, which focus on 
applying grade-level phonics and word-analysis skills when encoding words and writing legibly in grades K to 5. Massachusetts 
includes expectations for prekindergarten literacy that segue nicely into the kindergarten expectations. For example, one of  
the prekindergarten Massachusetts standards requires that students “[s]how awareness of the rhythmic structure of a poem  
or song by clapping or through movement” as the grade-level expectation for an analysis of the structure of texts.
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The importance of early literacy instruction cannot be overstated: It is key to preparing students to meet the reading and writing  
demands they will face in later grades. A significant element of that preparation is the development of fluency with grade-level complex 
texts, not texts at students’ reading level. Fluency — the ability to read quickly, accurately, and with proper expression — is strongly 
intertwined with comprehension, and students should engage regularly in fluency practice with appropriately complex grade-level texts to 
build needed skills. Two states’ text complexity guidance, North Dakota’s Appendix C and Oklahoma’s quantitative ranges, set levels that 
are below CCR levels, resulting in students practicing fluency on texts that are too low for them to develop the crucial early reading skills 
they need. 

READING STANDARDS FOR LITERATURE AND INFORMATIONAL TEXTS 
Most reading standards reviewed were rated as 2 in terms of the CCR content; these states include the suite of skills that must be taught 
as part of a CCR reading curriculum and integrate expectations for both fiction and nonfiction texts into the standards.

6  Recht & Leslie, 1988; Willingham, 2006; Kintsch, 1998. 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

Reading standards should address a suite of skills that require students to make meaning from text. Research suggests that a 
key element of college and career readiness is students’ ability to comprehend literature and informational texts, including literary 
nonfiction. The relationship between content knowledge and informational text reading is also well supported by research. Both 
findings point to the importance of standards including expectations around literature and informational text reading. 

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

When evaluating reading standards, Achieve reviewers looked specifically for how the standards address theme or central/main idea; 
the development of characters, events, or ideas; text structure; point of view and purpose of a text; argument and claims in a text; and 
cross-text comparisons and synthesis of themes or topics.

Having knowledge about a topic is strongly correlated with reading comprehension; it has a greater impact on students’ reading 
comprehension than does their generalized reading ability. The more students know about a topic, the more capably they read 
more complex texts and build new schema.6 Students draw on their topical knowledge to learn and retain new information when 
reading more complex texts on that topic. Beginning in kindergarten and extending through grade 12, standards should clearly 
require that students build knowledge from texts, specifically from content-rich nonfiction. Wide reading of content-rich nonfiction 
is one of the most effective ways for students to develop skills and build schema and background knowledge. All states reviewed 
include expectations that students read both literature and informational text. ELA teachers should expose students to a wide 
range of literature, poetry, drama, and content-rich literary nonfiction in grades 6–12, which might include speeches; opinion 
pieces; journalism; historical, scientific, and economic accounts written for a broad audience; travel or nature writing; biography, 
autobiography, and memoirs; or personal essays on a range of issues. Teachers across the content areas, including science and 
history/social studies, should also encourage reading of content-rich informational text across all grade levels. 

Most states reviewed have CCR reading standards, and several have revised these standards in innovative ways. For example,  
Massachusetts includes literary expectations for K–5 mathematics in the prekindergarten to grade 5 reading standards and provides  
educators with examples of narrative stories that include mathematics elements, reinforcing the importance of cross-disciplinary  
connections. South Carolina includes fluency standards that extend beyond foundational reading through grade 12, reflecting the  
connection between comprehension and fluency. Oklahoma and South Carolina include standards for sustained independent reading — 
an expectation that reinforces knowledge building. 
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State Standards Standard Commentary

MISSOURI 
Learning Standards (2016)

Reading, Grade 5, 3.B
Read, infer, and draw conclusions to:
a.  evaluate if the author’s purpose was achieved, identify 

reasons for the decision, and provide evidence to support 
the claim 

b.  analyze multiple accounts of the same event or topic, 
noting important similarities and  
differences in the point of view they represent

c.  verify facts through established methods 
d.  identify the author’s viewpoint or position, supporting  

premises and evidence, and  
conclusion of a persuasive argument

e.  recognize exaggerated, contradictory, or misleading 
statements

f.  explain the type of evidence used to support a claim in a 
persuasive text 

g.  use reasoning to determine the logic of an author’s  
conclusion and provide evidence to support reasoning

 
This reading standard appears under 3 (“Develop and apply 
skills and strategies to comprehend, analyze, and evaluate 
nonfiction [e.g., narrative, information/explanatory, opinion, 
persuasive, argumentative] from a variety of cultures and 
times.”) and B (“Literary Techniques 6-12 Correlation  
Reading Informational 1D, 2D, 2B, 2C”). However, how the 
expectations relate to literary techniques is not clear.

The standard provides a laundry list of overlapping  
expectations, and some are unclear. For example, what  
does it mean to “verify facts through established methods”? 
How would that substandard translate into instruction? 

OKLAHOMA
Academic Standards 

Grade 5: 5.3.R.4 Students will evaluate literary devices to 
support interpretations of literary texts:
• simile
• metaphor
• personification
• onomatopoeia
• hyperbole
• imagery
• symbolism*
• tone*
*Students will find textual evidence when provided with 
examples. 

Grade 8: 8.3.R.4 Students will evaluate literary devices to 
support interpretations of literary texts:
• simile
• metaphor
• personification
• onomatopoeia
• hyperbole
• imagery
• tone
• symbolism
• irony

 
These 5th- and 8th-grade standards are mainly long lists of 
isolated literary terms, with little increase in cognitive rigor 
from 5th to 8th grade; the only change in grade 8 is the 
addition of irony. 

Ironically, these expectations appear under Standard 3: 
Critical Reading and Writing, which states that “[s]tudents will 
apply critical thinking skills to reading and writing.” Identifying 
examples of similes, for example, is not a demonstration of 
critical reading in grade 8. 

Additionally, presenting such a list moves away from students 
understanding how to interpret the effect of a literary device 
and how it is used and instead zeroes in on a memorizing a 
myopic set of terms. 

While most of the states’ focused and targeted reading standards progressively build in sophistication and demand over the years,  
Oklahoma’s and Missouri’s reading standards often require students to identify a laundry list of literary terms, or they lack analytical or 
clear expectations, more frequently in the grades K–5 than in the grades 6–12 standards. 
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Most states’ reading standards clearly distinguish between informational text and literature, clearly articulating specific reading 
expectations for each type of text. Some states, including Missouri, Oklahoma, New York, and West Virginia, combine both 
types of reading into one list of standards, with varying degrees of clarity. West Virginia, for example, merges informational text 
and literature expectations into one strand but then provides clear and separate standards for informational text and literature. 
Consider this example from 5th grade:

West Virginia Standard Explanation
ELA 5.3: Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events 
in a story or drama, drawing on specific details in the literary text (e.g., 
how characters interact).

This standard, found in the Key Ideas and Details section of the Reading  
standards, clearly identifies literary text as the source by using the words story, 
drama, setting, characters, and literary text. 

ELA 5.6: Using an informational text, explain the relationships or interactions 
between two or more individuals, events, ideas, or concepts in a historical, 
scientific, or technical text based on specific information in the text.

This standard, also found in the Key Ideas and Details section of the Reading 
standards, clearly identifies informational text as the standard’s focus.

Some states — though rated as 2 overall — include an occasional standard that Achieve cautions against, such as those with a 
focus on making personal connections to text or using specific learning strategies. 

Standards should be attainable for all students. Academic standards that require students to make personal connections or use 
specific learning strategies pose challenges to equity and measurability. A standard that requires students to make personal 
connections to texts means that students without the relevant experiences or background cannot meet that standard. Texts and 
students are diverse, and educators cannot (and should not) assume that all students have the relevant background experiences 
necessary to make the most germane connections — in short, some students will be able to and others will not, raising a host of 
equity issues. 

Standards that describe learning strategies also pose measurability challenges. Students cannot be reliably and validly assessed  
on their use of internal strategies, and these strategies may not be applicable to every testing situation — expert readers use  
strategies to make meaning only on an as-needed basis. Standards need to describe measurable, observable outcomes — the  
what — not internal metacognitive strategies or teaching or learning strategies — the how. 

Sometimes, states include standards requiring that students make personal connections to text or use specific learning strategies 
(e.g., think-pair-share); often, the proposed standards are dropped after the review period and before adoption. New York’s and 
Ohio’s adopted reading standards, however, include language requiring students to make personal connections to text; Ohio’s  
reading standards also include language specifying the use of specific reading strategies (e.g., activate prior knowledge).

State Standard

OHIO
RL.8.10: By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poems, at the high end of grades 
6–8 text complexity band independently and proficiently. Build background knowledge and activate prior knowledge in order to 
make text-to-self, text-to-text, and text-to-world connections that deepen understanding of the text.

NEW YORK 8.R.9: Choose and develop criteria to evaluate the quality of texts. Make connections to other texts, ideas, cultural perspectives, 
eras, and personal experiences.

While making personal connections to text can, on occasion, be a worthwhile classroom activity to foster engagement, it is limiting 
as a state academic standard. In addition to issues of equity, standards like these pose both vertical articulation and measurability 
challenges; deepening the rigor of standards built on reading strategies from year to year is unlikely, and students cannot be  
reliably and validly assessed on the strength of their text-to-self connections. Concomitantly, learning strategies are the means 
to the end, not the intended goal or outcome of learning and teaching, and thus do not qualify as standards. While developing 
students’ strategies for approaching texts may be worthy of classroom activities or modeling to illustrate the practices of good 
readers, strategy development is not an outcome appropriate for an academic standard.
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EVIDENCE DRAWN FROM TEXT 
All but one set of state ELA standards reviewed were rated as 2 in terms of drawing evidence from text.

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

Standards should delineate expectations that students defend ideas, beliefs, or claims with authoritative, relevant, and well- 
researched sources. Thus, CCR standards should state clear expectations that students refer to text(s) when researching a 
topic and presenting their ideas. 

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

States have adopted standards that take the position that students should know how to find and use evidence from text to 
support their findings and inferences. The one outlier — Oklahoma — includes some expectations for students to use textual 
evidence, but the requirement is only inconsistently included and is not present across all grade levels. For example, standard 3.R.5 
morphs throughout the grades and inconsistently addresses textual evidence. The standard requires students to “evaluate textual 
evidence to determine whether a claim is substantiated or unsubstantiated” (8.3.R.5) in grades 8 and up, but in grades 1–7, the 
same standard is focused on determining fact from opinion (e.g., 4.3.R.5 “Students will distinguish fact from opinion in a text and 
investigate facts for accuracy”). As concerning is an additional standard that requires students to make inferences about textual 
evidence rather than make inferences and support them with textual evidence.7

Similarly, standards 3.R.6 (structure of texts) and 3.R.7 (comparison of texts) inconsistently address textual evidence across grades 
K–12, resulting in an incoherent system.

ACADEMIC VOCABULARY ACQUISITION AND USE 
All but one set of state ELA standards reviewed were rated as 2 in terms of vocabulary. 

7  https://www.achieve.org/publications/review-oklahoma-january-2016-english-language-arts-and-mathematics-academic-standards  
8  Tier II words are vital to comprehension, appear in many texts, and are frequently part of word families and semantic networks. These words may have multiple meanings depending 

on context, so familiarity with a traditional use of the word may not support a more specific or nuanced use.

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

CCR standards for ELA should state clear expectations around vocabulary, including a focus on vocabulary acquisition skills 
and on Tier II/academic and domain-specific words. 

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

Nearly a century’s worth of research has correlated vocabulary knowledge to reading comprehension. A rich and varied  
vocabulary is necessary for students to understand what they hear and read as well as for them to communicate clearly  
with others. Interacting with text to strengthen comprehension and build knowledge includes acquiring a steadily increasing  
vocabulary with an emphasis on Tier II8 words and academic language — words that are likely to appear in a variety of texts 
and content areas. Students need to build strong academic vocabularies, and so it is essential that standards at each grade  
level delineate clear and specific expectations around vocabulary acquisition and use. 

Considering vocabulary’s undeniable connection to comprehension and communication, state standards should prioritize acquiring 
and using a rich and robust vocabulary. Many of the states address vocabulary in multiple standards. They signal vocabulary’s 
importance in a variety of ways, most often through including vocabulary expectations in reading, writing, and language standards. 

10
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For example, Arizona addresses vocabulary in Standard 4 for Reading Informational Text and Reading Literature as well as in  
Language Standards 4, 5, and 6. Indiana includes a separate section in the standards that is dedicated to vocabulary. Idaho not 
only addresses vocabulary in its reading and language sections of the standards but also includes vocabulary in the standard for 
writing arguments. While other states specify the use of precise and domain-specific vocabulary in writing in different modes,  
Idaho also includes an expectation for precise vocabulary use in students’ written arguments: “Use precise language and  
domain-specific vocabulary to support the argument.” 

One state — Missouri — does not have a strong and consistent focus on vocabulary across grades K–12. While Missouri’s K–5 
 standards address vocabulary comprehensively, standards in grades 6–12 do not. Missouri has only one standard for vocabulary  
in the reading section, and the standard itself is limited: “Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, 
including figurative, connotative, and content-specific meanings using context, affixes, or reference materials.” Students are limited 
to merely determining the meaning of words and phrases; no reference is made to either academic vocabulary or how specific word 
choices shape meaning and tone. Moreover, the expectation for academic vocabulary use is not reinforced in the writing standards. 

WRITING (SPECIFICALLY FROM SOURCES) AND RESEARCH
All reviewed states’ ELA standards were rated as 2 in terms of writing from sources. All but two ELA state standards were rated 
as 2 in terms of research. 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

Writing standards emphasize using reliable text-based sources to develop a written idea, with a focus on process and product. 
CCR research suggests that students will need skills in producing texts across narrative, informational, and argumentative modes.

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

CCR research points to the importance of students’ skills in inquiry — evaluating the credibility and reliability of sources,  
integrating across sources, and focusing research questions. Standards can encourage this work by specifying short- and  
long-term research projects.

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

Writing has been shown to strengthen reading comprehension and is a requirement in college and most salaried and blue-collar jobs.9 
Thus, to be college and career ready, students should spend considerable time writing from sources for varied audiences and purposes. 
High-quality writing results from careful planning, drafting, and meaningful revision. The discipline used to create, reshape, and polish 
pieces of writing prepares students for occasions when they must write quickly and clearly on demand, whether in the workplace or in 
college classrooms. Research requires the ability to frame, analyze, and solve problems while building on the ideas and contributions 
of others. As future college students or employees, students will be asked to hone these essential skills with increasing sophistication. 
States with CCR standards should emphasize writing and research, and they should require students to use credible and reliably  
accurate sources to support their writing and conduct short and more sustained research regularly throughout the school year. 

9  In a meta-analysis of writing instruction, Graham & Hebert (2010) found that having students respond to a text, including analyzing and interpreting the text, and teaching students 

the writing skills and processes that create text positively affect reading comprehension.  
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All states reviewed have standards for opinion/argument, informative/explanatory, and narrative writing modes. 

Some standards reflect additional state priorities:

 •  Alabama includes standards specific to writing poetry in grades 1–2. 

 •  Massachusetts emphasizes the link between reading, writing, research, and language by including instructional examples 
with multiple, integrated standards along with many of the writing standards. Consider this example from Writing Standard 
2 in grade 6: 

Massachusetts Writing Standard Embedded Example
Write informative/explanatory texts (e.g., essays, oral reports, biographical feature articles) to examine a 
topic and convey ideas, concepts, and information through the selection, organization, and analysis of 
relevant content.
a.  Introduce a topic; organize ideas, concepts, and information in paragraphs and sections, using  

strategies such as definition, classification, comparison/contrast, and cause/effect; include text features  
(e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., charts, tables), and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.

b.   Develop the topic with relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information  
and examples.

c.  Use appropriate transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts.
d.  Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic.
e.  Establish and maintain a style appropriate to audience and purpose (e.g., formal for academic writing).
f.  Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the information or explanation presented.

After reading both historical fiction and non-
fiction sources about the Salem witch trials, 
a student blends informational and narrative 
writing to present an individual character’s 
actions and to explain the larger meaning of 
beliefs about guilt and innocence in 17th cen-
tury Salem. See the Massachusetts Writing 
Standards in Action example, “The Salem 
Witch Trials.” (W.6.2, W.6.3, W.6.4, W.6.8, 
W.6.9, RI.6.1, L.6.1, L.6.2, L.6.3, L.6.5, L.6.6)

Most states have requirements that students conduct both short- and long-term research. Missouri and New York, however,  
emphasize long-term, sustained research, which could lead to fewer opportunities for students to hone their research skills.

ORAL COMMUNICATION AND COLLABORATION 
All state standards reviewed for ELA were rated as 2 in terms of oral communication and collaboration. 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

Standards for communication and collaboration should state the expectation for students to acquire language through 
listening to others and verbally producing expressions, starting in the earliest years and continuing through high school.  
These twin skills help students in later years understand and produce written language. CCR research also suggests that  
students at all grade levels should develop skills in collaborative and cooperative learning and discussion, in making oral  
presentations and using effective techniques for delivery, and in analyzing and evaluating the messages and techniques of  
oral and multimedia messages.

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV
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Oral language development is the primary source for written language, and children’s oral language is predictive of their reading 
and writing skills. For the youngest learners, oral language is important and can predict how fast learners will acquire new  
language.10 Oral communication skills are not just critical for young learners: Older students, especially second language and 
low-income students, benefit from rich, robust oral communication. Concomitantly, communication skills are another requisite for 
college and career readiness. Employers and college professors cite strong communication skills and the ability to work in a team 
as two of the top three attributes they seek.11 Success in credit-bearing college coursework, whether in the humanities, sciences,  
or social sciences, depends heavily on effective communication about the concepts and detailed information contained within 
readings, lectures, and class discussions. Success in the workplace, whatever the profession, also depends heavily on one’s ability 
to listen attentively to colleagues or customers, to express ideas clearly and persuasively, and to collaborate effectively. Considering 
the importance to colleges and employers, K–12 ELA standards should include expectations that students speak, listen, and  
collaborate effectively.

Some states have expanded their standards for speaking and listening to include additional, innovative expectations. Tennessee, for 
example, creates a Linking Standards category, which pairs each of the speaking and listening standards to specific reading and writing 
standards, reinforcing the relationships among reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Grade 6 Speaking and Listening Standard 1 
reads, “Prepare for collaborative discussions on 6th grade level topics and texts; engage effectively with varied partners, building on 
others’ ideas and expressing their own ideas clearly.” In the standards document, this standard is linked to Reading — Literature  
Standards 1–7, 9, and 10; Reading — Informational Text Standards 1–10; and Writing Standards 5 and 6.

GRAMMAR AND CONVENTIONS 
All state standards reviewed for ELA were rated as 2 in terms of grammar and conventions. 

10  Hart & Risely, 2003. 
11  National Association of Colleges and Employers, 2016.

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

CCR standards should include a sequence of grammar and convention skills that build and can be reinforced across grade 
levels in increasingly sophisticated oral and written contexts.

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

Though all states fared well with grammar and conventions, they certainly are not all one and the same. States’ approaches to  
grammar and conventions in their respective standards vary: 

 •  Alabama emphasizes subject–verb agreement throughout the grades.

 •  Indiana focuses on the same key skills (e.g., K–5: nouns/pronouns, verbs, adjectives/adverbs, prepositions, usage;  
6–12: phrases and clauses, usage) across grade levels; at each grade, the expectation for the skill deepens, reinforcing  
the iterative nature of language learning. 

 •  Massachusetts includes a new category, Sentence Structure, Variety, and Meaning, with standards specific to sentence 
structure, emphasizing the notion that sentences and sentence structure build in complexity across grades K–12.
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AN ANALYSIS OF TEXT COMPLEXITY AND GUIDANCE
How well students comprehend, analyze, and respond to grade-appropriate complex literary and informational texts is the bedrock of 
their preparation for citizenship, college, and career. As a result, clear guidance on increasing grade-level text complexity is a necessary 
element of CCR standards for reading. 

Data indicate that students in college and employees in the workforce are expected to make meaning of texts that are significantly 
more challenging than the texts students typically read in high school. A 2008 analysis of average text readability scores for grades 
11/12 through to the freshman year of college concluded that the gap between the two is four years. Researchers found that the 
average 11th- to 12th-grade text had an average Lexile12 score of 1123 but the average workplace, community college, and university 
text had average Lexile scores of 1248, 1292, and 1383, respectively.13 This finding is echoed in a 2006 report from ACT Inc.: The 
biggest differentiator between students who were considered college ready and those who were not is whether students were able 
to read and understand complex text.14 Reading levels are just as important in the workforce and skilled trades. Welders, cutters, and 
welder fitters encounter texts15 with a Lexile score between 1150 and 1200; the Lexile measure of automotive service technicians and 
mechanics’ workplace texts increases to between 1400 and 1500.  The Pioneer Institute echoes these findings and identifies reading 
as an important workforce skill, indicating that professional plumbers, major appliance repair technicians, and automobile mechanics 
encounter workplace texts that are written at levels up to grade 14.  Thus, to ensure readiness for what comes next (citizenship,  
college, career), as students advance through the grades, it is imperative that their reading abilities advance too.

Standards are the primary lever states can pull to ensure educational equity for all students; they are also one place states can take a 
strong stance about the expected reading levels for students statewide. Ensuring that students are prepared by high school graduation 
to meet the reading demands of college and the workplace requires providing them with access to texts during the school year that 
fall within an appropriately challenging quantitative range of grade-band complexity. Reading grade-appropriate complex text across 
ELA, science, and history/social studies, with the support of a teacher, provides students opportunities to develop the skills necessary 
to navigate the texts they will encounter in college and the workplace. Students who are not exposed to increasingly complex texts as 
they move up the grades risk never acquiring the skills they need to meet the reading demands they will encounter after graduation.  

Because text complexity’s importance to students’ futures is undeniable, it should occupy a prominent place in state standards and/
or related resources (e.g., an appendix, an introduction, or a link on the state’s website). To reflect the CCR research, states should 
include both grade-band complexity expectations and guidance for teachers about how to evaluate the complexity of texts. Therefore, 
in this review, Achieve analyzed each state from two perspectives: the standards themselves (whether the state includes standards 
that expect students to read grade-appropriate text independently and proficiently) and the state’s guidance on how to determine 
grade-appropriate complexity. 

Text complexity in state standards was rated on a three-point scale with more than half of the states rated as 2 (strong), though two 
states, Massachusetts and North Dakota, include guidance that may create confusion or result in lowered expectations statewide. 

12  Lexile, a product of MetaMetrics, refers to one scientific approach to text measurement. The Lexile text measure identifies a text’s difficulty on the Lexile scale that provides a  

quantitative analysis of text, examining the semantic and syntactic features. Quantitative dimensions of text refer to those aspects of text complexity, such as word length or fre-

quency, sentence length, and text cohesion, that are difficult if not impossible for a human reader to evaluate efficiently, especially in long texts, and are thus typically measured 

by computer software. 

https://lexile.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/What-does-the-LM-mean.pdf 
13  Williamson, 2008, p. 617.
14  ACT, 2006.
15  Texts include reading materials encountered and/or used by workers in job training or the first year of employment. These texts include, but are not limited to, texts in a degree  

or certification program required for career entry, texts used by the field’s professional organizations, texts on websites of career-related professional organizations, recruitment 

materials, and commonly used manuals or references associated with on-the-job performance during the first year of employment.
16  Williamson & Baker, 2013. 
17  Fraser, 2008. 
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2: STRONG
A standard for text complexity  
is included, and guidance  
is comprehensive.

1: MODERATE
A standard for text complexity is  
included, but guidance defining  
complexity is not comprehensive.

0: WEAK/ABSENT
A standard for text complexity is not 
included, and/or guidance defines 
reading levels too low for college and 
career readiness.

Text complexity is the cornerstone of CCR standards for ELA. Text complexity should steadily increase through grade 12, 
strengthening the likelihood that students are prepared to meet the reading demands of college and the workplace.

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA18 MS MO NJ NY NC19 ND20 OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

State standards earned a rating of 2 in one of two ways. First, state standards could earn a full score when they address, at a  
minimum, both the quantitative and qualitative factors by providing quantitative ranges by grade band and a description of the  
qualitative factors that should be considered when determining the complexity of a text. 

Quantitative measures are the sole objective measures for states to ensure that students have access to grade band-appropriate 
text. They are anchored in college and career readiness and use technology to measure dimensions of text complexity (e.g., 
word frequency and difficulty, sentence length, and text cohesion) that are difficult for a human reader to evaluate. On the 
other hand, while quantitative analyses can accurately place a text within a text complexity grade band, qualitative measures 
applied by teachers are needed to select the appropriateness of specific texts for students’ grade level. For example, a  
quantitative analysis can situate a text in the grades 6–8 text complexity band; a qualitative analysis (conducted by educators) 
then can determine if the text is better suited for grade 6 rather than grade 8 students. The qualitative measures give  
educators considerable professional authority to select individual classroom text selections. Using quantitative and qualitative 
measures in tandem, combined with ongoing professional development, reduces the likelihood of students spending time  
reading texts that do not challenge them appropriately and ensures that they are prepared for the next grade level or their 
postsecondary experiences.

Second, states (e.g., Indiana) could earn a rating of 2 by including a detailed recommended reading list that grows in complexity by 
grade level or grade band through grade 12. Ideally, states would also discuss the factors involved in text selection, so educators could 
replicate the selection process in their own classrooms and choose additional titles comparable with the state’s expectations. This 
option may be attractive to states because it provides educators very tangible and immediate options for appropriate texts to use in 
their classrooms. On the other hand, developing such a reading list is often politically charged, and it is essential that the list include a 
balance of literature and informational texts and that selected texts prepare students for college- and career-level reading. 

The state has an important role to play in setting guidance around determining grade-appropriate text complexity because of text 
complexity’s considerable impact on students’ futures. Full transparency is another reason for states to set clear guidance: To guide 
their own text selection, teachers have a right to know the level of complexity of texts, quantitatively, that will appear in the statewide 
assessment system.

18  Massachusetts’ text complexity guidance may cause confusion or result in lowered expectations statewide.
19  North Carolina’s text complexity guidance is under development.
20  North Dakota’s text complexity guidance may cause confusion or result in lowered expectations statewide.
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Fifteen of 24 states include both a standard for text complexity and guidance for how to determine grade-appropriate com-
plexity. Their approaches vary. One state — North Carolina — was in the process of developing guidance at the time of this 
report.

 •  California includes a standard for grade-appropriate text complexity, an appendix that provides quantitative ranges, a 
description of the qualitative factors, and an appendix of text exemplars by grade band.

 •  Florida includes a standard for grade-appropriate text complexity and a video that explains the quantitative measure and 
ranges and the qualitative features of text.

 •  Indiana includes a standard for grade-appropriate text complexity and a “Sample Texts by Genre and Grade Span” list 
for K–12 that provides on the state department website samples of a wide range of texts of the appropriate level of 
complexity for each grade span in a variety of genres. This document is “intended to help educators select texts of a 
similar complexity range, complexity and quality to use in their own classrooms.” 

 •  Tennessee includes a standard for grade-appropriate text complexity and a chart at the end of the standards with  
quantitative ranges and qualitative features.

 •  New York is commended for its approach to text complexity, which considers the text, the student, and educator 
responsibilities. New York includes a statement at the beginning of each grade level that details the text complexity 
expectations for the grade. In these introductory statements, New York distinguishes between the complexity of a text 
and how students experience the complexity of a text. The state also distinguishes between the need to have regular 
access to grade-level complex text and the need for students to read a volume of texts at a range of complexities. The 
7th-grade example below is representative of how New York attempts to reflect the specific nuances of text complexity 
at each grade level in K–12.

   By the end of the school year, 7th grade students will read and comprehend literary and informational texts 
that are at or above grade level. Though less striking than in the earlier grades, there still needs to be a  
distinction between the complexity of the texts used for children to work on their independent comprehension 
skills, and the complexity of the texts used as part of teacher-led classroom instruction and units of study  
to build up their language and knowledge. Because each reader brings different skills and background  
knowledge to the act of reading, a text that is “complex” for one reader may be accessible to a peer in the 
same classroom. For this reason, educators should provide scaffolding and support as needed to allow all 
students to access grade-level texts.

  New York makes clear that in practice educators must provide scaffolding and support, and how students experience  
complexity is different from how educators measure complexity or what educators should expect them to do with texts  
that a set of metrics have deemed appropriately complex.

Massachusetts and North Dakota were rated with an asterisk in addition to a 2, indicating that the guidance the state provides on 
text complexity may create confusion or result in inequitable expectations statewide.

Massachusetts’ standards explain the quantitative and qualitative measures; include quantitative ranges that meet the bar for 
college and career readiness; and provide a comprehensive list of authors, illustrators, and works organized by time period and 
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genre that illustrates by grade band representative texts that exemplify the range, quality, and complexity of student reading. 
However, the state also includes a statement immediately after the quantitative text complexity guidance that “[e]ducators 
should follow district or school practices and guidelines in determining quantitative text complexity. There is no statewide policy 
in Massachusetts on determining quantitative text complexity,” which threatens to undermine the state’s detailed guidance and 
may encourage a lowering of quantitative expectations statewide.

Similarly, North Dakota’s standards explain the quantitative and qualitative measures but include language and an alternate scale 
that may cause confusion and/or support local districts and individual teachers in making text complexity decisions below those 
suggested by CCR research. The North Dakota standards include two appendices, Appendix A and Appendix C, which address 
text complexity with conflicting information. Appendix A: Research and Content Knowledge Supporting Key Elements of the 
Standards includes clear and explicit guidance for educators and provides quantitative ranges, qualitative features, and reader 
and task considerations. Appendix C: Text Complexity includes a conversion guide for quantitative text complexity ratings by 
reader level (emergent to fluent) that has Lexile ranges significantly lower than those in Appendix A, stops at grade 9, and also 
prompts districts to set varying ranges for complexity: “This chart is a guide to help local school districts determine grade level 
expectations. Each local district is expected to set its grade level expectations.” North Dakota’s conflicting guidance provides 
two different interpretations of quantitative complexity while not clearly indicating that only one is grounded in CCR research.

Explicitly calling out the quantitative ranges — the sole independent measure of complexity correlated to the reading expectations of 
college and the workplace — as a matter best left to individual interpretation could increase the chances that students in the same 
grade level but in different classrooms or school districts encounter texts of different complexity levels, creating inequity in students’ 
readiness for success in college, career, and citizenship. In both states, the language around text complexity could lead to varying 
interpretations, leaving some students vulnerable to low expectations. 

North Carolina earned a double asterisk in addition to a 2 because at the time this report was written, the state was in the process 
of developing text complexity guidance.

Six states were rated as 1 (moderate); their approaches to text complexity vary but are insufficient.

 •  Arizona includes standards for text complexity and a glossary that explains the quantitative measure, qualitative features, 
and reader and task considerations. The glossary stops short of setting quantitative expectations, however, and includes 
only this sentence: “Choosing a valid text-analyzer tool from second grade through high school will provide a scale by 
which to rate text complexity over a student’s career, culminating in levels that match college and career readiness.” The 
standards do not indicate what would be considered a reliable tool and, more importantly, do not provide quantitative 
ranges by grade band. 

 •  Georgia and New Jersey include standards for text complexity but do not define text complexity or detail the factors that 
should be considered to determine grade-level text complexity. 

 •  Pennsylvania includes a standard for text complexity and a state literacy plan that explains the quantitative and qualitative 
measures, but it does not provide quantitative ranges.

 •  South Carolina’s standards inconsistently refer to grade-level text (only in grades 6–8 for literature and grades 6–12 for 
informational text). South Carolina does not define grade-level text or detail any of the factors that should be considered to 
determine grade-level complexity.
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 •  West Virginia includes standards for text complexity and provides quantitative ranges but does not provide any information 
on the qualitative features that should be considered to determine grade-level appropriateness. 

While most of the states rated as 1 have standards for text complexity, they fall short in providing sufficient guidance for 
educators to select texts for instruction that are of appropriate grade-level complexity. As noted above, effective state 
guidance should provide quantitative ranges for each grade band that increase from grade 2 through grades 11–12 to ensure 
that the texts students read by the end of high school prepare them for the texts they will encounter in their postsecondary 
endeavors. While quantitative measures are necessary, they are not sufficient: Qualitative measures are needed to place text 
in the appropriate grade. Determinations of qualitative complexity can be made only by experienced, capable human readers 
who consider text structure, text purpose, levels of meaning, and knowledge demands. Working in concert, both measures 
ensure that educators and assessment designers will determine the appropriate texts for students. 

Two states were rated as 0; their standards and guidance around text complexity do not communicate clear expectations by 
grade level that would prepare students for the kinds of reading they will face in both college and career.

 •  Missouri does not prioritize text complexity in the standards. Missouri suggests that texts should be leveled to the student 
and not the grade: The K–5 standards say students should read text that is “developmentally appropriate,” which may not 
be the same as grade appropriate; the reading standards in grades 6–12 indicate that students should read independently 
and proficiently but do not mention that what they read should be appropriately complex for the grade.  

 •  Oklahoma includes inconsistent standards for text complexity, and the quantitative ranges are too low to prepare students 
for college or workplace reading.

The number of states — nine out of 24 — that were rated below a 2 and omit essential guidance on text complexity is concerning; 
these revisions threaten to derail states’ CCR agendas.

STANDARDS ARE NECESSARY BUT INSUFFICIENT
Standards and guidance for making text complexity decisions are necessary, but recent surveys tell us that teachers need  
additional supports if the promise of grade-appropriate reading is to be realized for all students. RAND found that both  
elementary and secondary teachers in most states — including states with comprehensive and clear guidance — selected texts 
for individual students based on their independent reading level instead of selecting complex texts for the whole class.21 RAND 
also found that, at the secondary level, teachers were using abridged or adapted versions of complex texts for struggling  
readers, arguably leaving students insufficiently prepared to meet the reading challenges of the next grade. 

A failure to provide clear and sufficient guidelines around text complexity presents serious threats to reading equity. If students in 
some classrooms or schools are never challenged to wrestle with complex texts, these students will not be nearly as prepared as their 
peers who have been rightly challenged and have risen to that challenge. Students who read below grade level may never encounter 
the kinds of complex text that will prepare them for college or workplace reading.

Setting clear standards and guidance for text complexity affects more than an individual classroom or teacher. To have the greatest 
impact, states should approach text complexity from multiple angles: the standards themselves and accompanying guidance, ongoing 
teacher professional learning opportunities, assessment design, teacher preparation programs, and student and parent support.  
A multipronged approach is instrumental in realizing the promise of a system that prepares students to successfully meet future  

21  https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RR1529-1.html 
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reading demands: 

 •  States should make the necessary logistical, structural, and financial investments for ongoing systems of professional  
development that engage educators in planning and delivery and deepen their understanding of text complexity;  
its importance; how to make text complexity choices appropriately; and most importantly, how to instruct students  
and deepen their understanding of text complexity and its importance; and how to make text complexity choices  
appropriately. Tools and resources such as CCSSO’s Navigating Text Complexity website can support these kinds of 
professional development efforts. This site — built by and for member states — provides a curated collection of text 
complexity resources, tools, and research aimed at supporting educators as they guide their students in learning to read 
and understand complex text. 

 •  States should select texts for summative assessments by using quantitative CCR levels and stated qualitative guidelines to 
select text, whenever possible. State assessments that reflect state-determined grade-appropriate complexity levels ensure 
that teachers, parents, and students know what levels of texts need to be read and what levels of reading will be assessed, 
thus influencing classroom practices in a positive way and ensuring transparency.

 •  States should encourage open lines of communication among invested parties: education departments, policymakers, 
and the higher education community. The state should dialogue with teacher preparation programs to explain  
expectations for text complexity and the necessity of having teachers prepared to meet those expectations  
instructionally; the state should also listen to first- and second-year college professors and inquire about the  
reading demands students face in postsecondary coursework, not just in English but also in other common first-  
and second-year courses. 

 •  Finally, the state should communicate with its most important stakeholders — students and parents — and explain not only 
the statewide expectations for reading and the connections between text complexity and college and career readiness but 
also most importantly how to achieve reading success on texts written at grade level.  

Setting explicit and full guidance around text complexity, and providing support for educators to attend to this guidance using 
strategies like those detailed above, helps to ensure that all students will have equal prospects to be prepared for a range of  
postsecondary opportunities. 
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DISCIPLINARY LITERACY
For college and career readiness, a wide body of research and literature points to the importance of students building content 
knowledge through texts. Most texts students will encounter, in both higher education and careers, will be discipline-specific texts.22 
All reading and writing is not the same: The kinds of literacy practices students are expected to master in the ELA classroom are 
similar to but also substantially different from the kind of literacy they need to be successful in science, history/social studies, the 
arts, and other technical subjects. Research suggests that expectations for disciplinary literacy should include a focus on reading, 
writing, and communicating in ways that reflect the unique demands of the discipline. To ensure that all students are fully prepared 
for the disciplinary reading demands of school, work, and citizenship and that they are prepared to engage in the demanding work of 
each discipline, states should adopt focused, specific, precise, and measurable standards for disciplinary literacy — and hold students 
accountable to them. Moreover, disciplinary literacy standards on their own will not be enough to support student literacy. Policies 
and other supports (e.g., professional learning) for standards implementation should work with other discipline-specific instructional 
improvement efforts, with the goal of an aligned system of standards, supports, and strategies working together to improve student 
literacy and learning outcomes in the disciplines. 

In response to the substantive research on disciplinary literacy and its importance for college and career readiness, Achieve examined 
how the 24 states in this analysis address literacy in the content areas in their state standards. Achieve’s review found that most  
clearly communicate and articulate the importance of disciplinary literacy by including specific standards for literacy (reading and  
writing) in history/social studies and science in grades 6–12. 

HIGH-LEVEL FINDINGS ON DISCIPLINARY LITERACY 
This review of state disciplinary literacy standards revealed the following trends and key findings: 

 •  States address disciplinary literacy in a variety of ways. 
Because literacy is a responsibility shared across content areas, states approach the inclusion of disciplinary literacy  
standards in different ways: 

  •  Some states have adopted stand-alone literacy standards that are presented separately from their English  
language arts (ELA), mathematics, and other content-specific standards. 

  •   Others offer standards for disciplinary literacy within or with their ELA standards. 

  •  Still others embed expectations within their content-specific standards (such as those for science, history/social 
studies, mathematics, and so on). 

  •  A few states acknowledge that disciplinary literacy is important, with some general statement to that effect,  
but do not delineate clear, grade-level expectations for reading and writing across the content areas. 

 •  All but one of the states reviewed address disciplinary literacy in some way.  
While how states address disciplinary literacy varies, the majority of states recognize its importance. The key challenge for 
states will be how to track teachers’ use of the standards, share best practices within and across content areas, and support 
teachers in each content area to implement disciplinary literacy expectations. 

22  https://www.all4ed.org/wp-content/uploads/2007/06/LitCon.pdf

https://www.carnegie.org/media/filer_public/88/05/880559fd-afb1-49ad-af0e-e10c8a94d366/ccny_report_2010_tta_lee.pdf

https://www.carnegie.org/media/filer_public/b7/5f/b75fba81-16cb-422d-ab59-373a6a07eb74/ccny_report_2004_reading.pdf
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AN ANALYSIS OF DISCIPLINARY LITERACY STANDARDS 
Readers use discipline-specific approaches to comprehend and produce discipline-specific texts. Reading to acquire knowledge  
is essential for all students and particularly important for struggling readers.23 For students to experience postsecondary 
success, evidence is clear that readers should be able to construct discipline-specific knowledge from texts.24 Universities and 
community colleges typically mandate that first- and second-year students take courses to meet distribution requirements that 
reflect a wide range of disciplines (e.g., U.S. History, World History and Civilization, Psychology, Sociology, Economics). The 
average Lexile scores for university and community college texts for these disciplines are high (1383 and 1292, respectively);25 
if students are going to engage in college-level content-area reading competently and confidently, they need exposure to and 
instruction on reading complex disciplinary texts in middle and high school. To guide students in becoming fully literate in each 
discipline, educators must understand the reading demands of the discipline and consider each discipline’s approach to content, 
vocabulary, language, style, forms, and structure. 

Whatever their field, experts use specialized approaches to comprehend, analyze, and interpret important ideas in the  
discipline.26  Mathematicians, chemists, and historians, for example, each approach texts in ways unique to their respective 
disciplines and communicate their content by using specific vocabulary and discipline-specific forms and structures. The key 
differences in the literacy behaviors of experts in different disciplines support the need for disciplinary literacy and instruction, 
particularly in grades 6–12. By teaching students how to read and produce texts specific to the discipline, teachers in all content 
areas help students develop the reading, writing, and thinking skills they need for postsecondary success. 

In this analysis, reviewers examined if and how a state addresses disciplinary literacy through its state standards — not the many 
other resources and tools that states may use to communicate expectations to classroom teachers and students. While literacy 
across the school day is important, this review is focused on literacy in science and history/social studies. Reviewers looked for 
standards clearly identified as disciplinary literacy standards (e.g., standards in a section titled Literacy in History/Social Studies). 
If no standards were clearly identified as disciplinary literacy standards, reviewers examined the state’s science and social studies 
standards, looking specifically for standards that addressed literacy. As a result, some states that have separate disciplinary literacy 
standards may also have literacy standards embedded in the content areas, and those standards may not be noted in this review. 

23  Cervetti, Jaynes, & Hiebert, 2009.
24  Chall, 1983; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008. 
25  Williamson, 2008. 
26  Lee & Spratley, 2010; Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008; Shanahan, Shanahan, & Misischia, 2011.
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Reviewers noted that states have taken a variety of approaches to disciplinary literacy and that those approaches could be categorized 
in the following ways: 

Disciplinary Literacy Categories Explanation States

Embeds disciplinary literacy standards 
into content-area standards

The state has standards for disciplinary 
literacy that are included within the 
standards for the discipline.

Oklahoma

Tennessee (Social Studies)

West Virginia

Provides disciplinary literacy standards 
within or with its ELA standards

The state has standards for disciplinary 
literacy that are included within or with 
the standards for ELA.

Alabama  

California  

Idaho  

Iowa  

Louisiana  

Massachusetts 

Mississippi  

New Jersey

New York  

North Dakota  

Ohio  

Utah  

Delineates stand-alone disciplinary 
literacy standards 

The state has standards for disciplinary 
literacy that are not included within  
either the content standards or the 
ELA standards.

Arkansas  

Florida  

Georgia  

Indiana  

Pennsylvania  

Acknowledges the importance of  
disciplinary literacy but lacks clear  
disciplinary literacy standards

The state has statements on the 
importance of disciplinary literacy but 
stops short of delineating standards for 
disciplinary literacy.

North Carolina  

South Carolina  

Tennessee (Science)

Does not acknowledge the importance 
of and/or does not clearly include 
disciplinary literacy standards 

The state does not have standards or 
documentation that support disciplinary 
literacy.

Missouri 

*Is in the process of developing  
disciplinary literacy standards 

Arizona  
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States that embed disciplinary literacy standards into content-area standards: Some states embed literacy standards into their 
content-area standards, emphasizing how important literacy is to content acquisition. A strength of this approach is that content-area 
teachers see the standards embedded in the other expectations for instruction in their disciplines and may see the standards as more 
clearly integral to their role in fostering students’ disciplinary knowledge and skills. A challenge may be that content-area teachers 
may need extensive and ongoing professional learning on pedagogical approaches to making disciplinary literacy a part of ongoing 
instructional practice. Three of the states reviewed, Tennessee (Social Studies), West Virginia and Oklahoma, do not include separate 
disciplinary literacy standards but instead embed the expectations for disciplinary literacy within the content-area standards.

States that provide disciplinary literacy standards within or with ELA standards: Some states include discipline-specific literacy 
standards in the same document or as a link on the same page as the ELA standards. A strength of this approach is that it may 
easily facilitate conversations and professional learning with the ELA teacher. Challenges to this approach are that disciplinary 
teachers may not know to look for the expectations or may mistakenly assume that these standards are the sole responsibility of 
ELA teachers. Twelve of the states reviewed, including California, Massachusetts, and Ohio, include disciplinary literacy standards 
within their ELA standards by grade or grade band, as a link beneath the ELA standards (online), or a separate section within the 
ELA standards (in print). 

States that delineate stand-alone disciplinary literacy standards: Five of the states reviewed — Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, 
and Pennsylvania — include standards for disciplinary literacy as a stand-alone set of standards, most often by providing a separate 
link for Literacy on the state’s academic content standards site. A strength of this approach is that educators from different disciplines 
have easy access to the standards, clearly signaling that literacy is a multidiscipline responsibility. Two challenges to this approach may 
hinder its effectiveness: How the standards are meant to complement the content standards is not always clear, and history, social 
studies, and science teachers have another set of standards to reference, sometimes with separate coding systems, which may imply 
that the literacy standards are not part of the content standards. 

States that acknowledge the importance of disciplinary literacy but lack clear disciplinary literacy standards: Some states 
include a statement that speaks to the importance of literacy in the content areas in their standards documents but have not 
adopted academic standards that address disciplinary literacy. The lack of standards may have two important implications:  
Students may not be held accountable for their ability to read grade-appropriate content, and the state cannot have a 
reasonable expectation that disciplinary literacy is addressed consistently, coherently, or equitably in classrooms statewide. 
Merely noting that disciplinary literacy is important is insufficient in promoting the disciplinary literacy instruction students  
need for success.

South Carolina and Tennessee (science), for example, include statements extolling the importance of disciplinary literacy but do not 
follow up with a set of clearly defined academic standards. The South Carolina Disciplinary Literacy practices, for example, consist of 
three broad-based recommendations — not sufficient detail to lead to effective instruction on disciplinary literacy:  

 •  Read, write, and communicate using knowledge of a particular discipline.  

 •  Integrate the Reading, Writing, and Communication Standards and the Inquiry-Based Literacy Standards to communicate 
and create understanding within content areas.  

 •  Extend and deepen understanding of content through purposeful, authentic, real-world tasks to show understanding and 
integration of content within and across disciplines.  

Furthermore, South Carolina explicitly states that the disciplinary practices “are not standards” and that they therefore should not be 
assessed. Expectations that are not assessed often take a back seat in instruction to content and skills that will be assessed. 
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On the other hand, the state does leave open the possibility that students will encounter grade-appropriate informational and  
technical texts on their ELA assessment. Two standards in ELA address technical and informational texts in high school: 

 •  Standard 11: “Analyze and critique the reasoning in historical, scientific, technical, cultural, and influential argument 
writing”; and 

 •  Standard 12: “Read and respond to grade level text to become self-directed, critical readers and thinkers.” (It does not limit 
texts to literary nonfiction — a subset of informational texts.)27

Tennessee’s newly adopted science standards, for example, begin with a statement on literacy which notes that literacy should be 
integrated throughout all coursework, but stops short of academic standards with a literacy focus. “Effective communication within 
a scientific context requires students to apply literacy skills in reading, vocabulary, speaking and listening, and writing. Scientific 
information is presented in many formats with various tones and perspectives. Students must process and synthesize information 
effectively to generate new conclusions and ideas while avoiding the pitfalls of fallacious reasoning and bias.” 

North Carolina does not have standards for disciplinary literacy, but the state does embed literacy expectations in the North 
Carolina State Literacy Plan and in some exemplar lesson plans available on the state website. This approach is useful for 
creating an aligned standards-based system of standards, instruction, and assessment but is likely insufficient without a set of 
clearly delineated expectations for student learning as the foundation. It should not be assumed that educators will intuit how 
to include literacy in other lessons as a result.

States that do not acknowledge the importance of and/or do not clearly include disciplinary literacy standards: One state,  
Missouri, has neither statements nor standards for disciplinary literacy. 

READINESS REQUIRES MORE THAN STANDARDS
The primary responsibility of teachers is to teach the content of their disciplines — and teaching content requires that students read 
and write about the content under study to gain a deep and enduring understanding of disciplinary concepts, processes, and events. 
To achieve deep learning, students must approach reading, writing, and communicating in these fields in ways that are specific to each 
discipline. For this reason, articulating standards for literacy that are specific to each discipline provides important information to guide 
student learning and supports the state’s ability to make claims about college and career readiness that extend beyond mathematics 
and ELA. 

As Shanahan and Shanahan discuss in their preliminary findings around disciplinary literacy practices, effective disciplinary literacy 
instruction:28 

 •  Requires a clear set of expectations and a literacy curriculum; 

 •  Necessitates conversations among disciplinary experts, literacy experts, middle and high school teachers, and teacher  
educators; 

 •  Depends on close relationships among faculties across disciplines;

 •  Has implications for preservice educational curricula and professional development for content-area educators; and

 •  Requires sufficient resources to support the above elements. 

Disciplinary literacy standards mark a step in the right direction for college and career readiness, but states must invest time and 
resources for successful implementation in the classroom if students are to experience the benefits of disciplinary literacy. 

27  Both of these standards will allow the state to determine whether students are able to read and comprehend the types of texts they will most likely see in college and in 

the workplace.  
28 Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008.
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 •  States must find ways to share best practices with district and school leaders and communicate the importance of 
educators collaborating to foster students’ disciplinary literacy. 

 •  States should consider ways to measure success and hold teachers and students accountable for literacy in the disciplines.

 •  States should assess preservice requirements and invest in ongoing and substantive professional learning to not only 
prepare content-area teachers in best practices on disciplinary literacy instruction but also energize them so they are 
excited to be a part of a system that matriculates students who read and write academically and perceptively about a 
range of disciplines. 

 •  States should encourage open lines of communication among invested parties: education departments, educators, 
and the higher education community. The state should dialogue with first- and second-year college professors and 
workforce professionals and inquire about the reading demands students face in postsecondary coursework, in other 
common first- and second-year courses, or on the job.

  •  States can provide guidance, resources, and support for schools and districts in tracking disciplinary literacy implementation, 
supporting educators in effectively integrating disciplinary literacy instruction in their teaching, and providing feedback to 
students so they know if they are on track for postsecondary, discipline-specific reading, writing, and communicating. 

 •  Finally, states should communicate with their most important stakeholders — students and parents — to communicate the 
statewide expectations for language arts and literacy and explain their rationale: Literacy and learning across all disciplines 
is interconnected and essential for the high demands that today’s students can expect to face in higher education and the 
changing workforce. 
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MATHEMATICS
Between 2010 and 2014 nearly all states adopted the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSS or Common 
Core). Since that initial adoption, 24 states (as of September 2017) have in some way revised their standards.29 This section 
of the report examines the revised mathematics standards for the 24 states by focusing on the following components of 
high-quality mathematics standards:

o Structure: The K–5 standards should have an overall structure that emphasizes core ideas.

o  Mathematical Practices: The standards should emphasize the importance of mathematical practices, such as constructing  
arguments and persevering in problem solving. 

o  Procedures, Conceptual Understandings, and Applications: The standards should emphasize procedures, conceptual  
understandings, and applications in a balanced way.

o  Sequencing: The standards should be ordered in a way that makes mathematical sense. 

o  Grades K–5: The K–5 standards should maintain a focus on arithmetic, providing a solid foundation for later mathematical studies, 
and expect students to know single-digit sums and products from memory.

o  Grades 6–8: The grade 6–8 standards should include topics necessary for success in high school, including algebraically solving 
pairs of simultaneous linear equations by the end of grade 8. 

o  High School: States should have standards at least through the level of Algebra II (or a similar course of study). The  
standards in the courses through Algebra II (or similar) should include an emphasis on the modeling process and on  
important topics in statistics. 

HIGH-LEVEL FINDINGS FOR MATHEMATICS
This review of state mathematics standards revealed the following trends and key findings: 

o  Most states have maintained an emphasis on arithmetic in grades K–5. 
Without a firm grounding in arithmetic in early grades, further studies in mathematics will be exceedingly difficult. The 
organizational structure of the standards can help to emphasize core ideas, such as arithmetic, while adding nonarithmetic 
standards can detract from that emphasis. Reviewers found that 20 of the 24 states use a high-level organizing structure 
that strongly emphasizes a focus on the main ideas of arithmetic. Eighteen of the states have avoided including topics that 
detract from a focus on arithmetic. Common examples of topics that take time and emphasis away from arithmetic include 
patterns (e.g., for shapes or sounds) and vocabulary (e.g., naming the days of the week), which are not related to numbers. 
In addition, out of the 24 states analyzed, just 17 require that students know single-digit addition and multiplication  
computations from memory. 

29  Kansas is not included in this report. While the state adopted new standards in 2017, they were not publicly available as of September 2017.
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o  Important concepts that support the advanced study of functions, geometry, and statistics in high school are present in 
most of the states in grades 6–8. 
What students learn in grades 6–8 is the foundation for the advanced mathematical studies of high school. If parts of that 
foundation are missing or weak, the student is likely to flounder. Reviewers found that 21 of the 24 states address a collection 
of topics that are found in the grade 8 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), a clear majority of state  
standards, and the CCSS and are critical for supporting high school studies of functions, geometry, and statistics.  
 
To ensure that standards are keeping pace, reviewers selected one key requirement: Solve systems of linear equations  
with rational coefficients algebraically. Because this expectation brings together rational number operations and algebraic  
manipulation, it serves as an indicator in grade 8 that the pace of the K–8 standards is in keeping with high school  
prerequisites. In this regard, 17 of the 24 states meet this pacing indicator. Of the seven that fall short, only Oklahoma does  
not address solutions of linear systems at all until high school courses. Indiana, Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, and Utah  
all require graphic, but not algebraic, solutions of linear systems in grade 8. New York restricts the work to equations with  
integer coefficients.

o  Most states emphasize in a balanced way procedural skill, conceptual understanding, and application in real-world 
problems in grades K–8. 
In the past, mathematics standards typically were a list of problem types that students needed to know how to do (e.g., 
“add two-digit numbers”). A high-quality set of standards, however, should also detail understandings of the concepts  
that underpin those procedures and expect students to apply the mathematics to real-word situations. Including these 
understandings encourages teachers and curriculum developers to emphasize the “hows” and “whys” for mathematical skills 
and the “what” of mathematical concepts. Nineteen of the 24 states address procedural skill, conceptual understanding, and 
application across a selection of eight key topics. Of the five states that are inconsistent in this regard, none are completely 
lacking in any one aspect. However, Missouri and Pennsylvania both show a tendency to be weaker in application, and in the 
Oklahoma standards, the weakest aspect is conceptual understanding. 

o  Most states include an emphasis on high school statistics and modeling. 
Being able to understand and use statistics, as well as being able to model the real world with mathematics, are of increasing 
importance in the 21st century. In a data-driven society, knowledge of statistics is essential for everyday life but also for advanced 
studies, including the sciences and the social sciences. While all states have standards through the level of Algebra II, three states 
are missing one or two selected statistics topics addressed in NAEP for high school, many state standards, and the CCSS, while 
four states are missing three or more of the topics. In these states, the most commonly neglected topics are standard deviation, 
randomization, comparison of data sets, and conditional probability. 
 
When students apply the modeling cycle to the world around them, they determine the relevant quantities in a situation, relate the 
quantities mathematically, and report how the mathematics can be used to explain the situation. Of the 24 states in this report, 
reviewers found just 15 that give modeling a special emphasis in high school, though it could be stronger in three of those states. 
Nine have no special emphasis on modeling at all. 

o  Nearly all the states include practice standards for grades K–12.  
Among others, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM), the Programme for International Student Assessment 
(PISA), and the SAT encourage expertise, such as practices, that are essential to mathematical success in the studies and work of 
the 21st century. Twenty of the 24 states in this report have heard the message and have included clear expectations related to 
mathematical practices. Reviewers were unable to find any evidence of official inclusion of practice standards in Arkansas, Florida, 
and Missouri.
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o  Only half of the 24 states strongly meet 10 or 11 indicators that should be reflected in college- and career-ready (CCR) 
standards. 
Four states, California, Idaho, Iowa, and New Jersey, meet all 11 indicators at a strong level; another eight states, Alabama, 
Georgia, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Mississippi, North Dakota, Ohio, and West Virginia, strongly meet all but one indicator. 
Overall, 18 of the states have a strong or moderate match to at least 10 of the indicators. While no state is missing all 11 
indicators, Indiana, Missouri, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and South Carolina have a strong match to five or fewer indicators 
that should be a part of a set of CCR standards. 

AN ANALYSIS OF STATE MATHEMATICS STANDARDS 
For this analysis of the 24 states that originally adopted the CCSS and have since completed a revision process (as of September 
2017), reviewers applied 11 indicators to examine at a high level certain key aspects of each state’s standards. The code attached to 
each indicator serves as a reference throughout the report.

Structure: 

o  M1: The K–5 standards have an overall structure that emphasizes the core ideas of arithmetic.  
For this indicator reviewers considered the high-level organizing structure of the standards to determine whether there is a special 
emphasis on core ideas specific to grade levels or whether the standards are instead organized under the same strands across all of 
the levels.  

Mathematical Practices: 

o  M2: The standards emphasize the importance of the mathematical practices.  
For this indicator, reviewers determined whether some form of mathematical practices exists in the state’s standards documents, 
including such practices as constructing arguments and making sense of problems, and whether those practices are clearly labeled 
and described.  

Procedures, Conceptual Understandings, and Applications: 

o  M3: The standards emphasize procedures, conceptual understandings, and applications.  
For this indicator, reviewers determined if the standards address all three aspects (procedures, understandings, and applications) 
for each of a selected group of key topics across the grade levels.

Sequencing: 

o  M4: The standards are sequenced in an order that makes mathematical sense.  
For this indicator, reviewers looked for standards that are out of sequence. Standards that are out of sequence might include  
expectations that are out of sync with the requirements within a grade or a requirement to use a concept before it is introduced.

Grades K–5: 

o  M5: The K–5 standards maintain a focus on arithmetic.  
For this indicator, reviewers looked for additional topics that detract from an emphasis on arithmetic. 

o  M6 : The standards expect students to know single-digit sums and products from memory.  
For this indicator, reviewers determined if the standards make a direct claim that students should know single-digit sums and  
products from memory.
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Grades 6–8: 

o  M7: The standards address the critical topics in grades 6–8.  
For this indicator, reviewers looked for standards that align to a particular, nonexhaustive list of topics related to the grade 8 NAEP 
objectives, a majority of state standards, and the CCSS.

o  M8: By the end of grade 8, students algebraically solve pairs of simultaneous linear equations with rational coefficients.  
For this indicator of pacing, reviewers looked to see if the standards expect students to solve systems algebraically, without  
restrictions on the types of numbers used for coefficients.

High School: 

o  M9 — The state includes standards through the level of Algebra II (or similar).  
For this indicator, reviewers determined if the state includes standards through the level of Algebra II.

o  M10 — The modeling process is given special emphasis in high school standards through Algebra II (or similar).  
For this indicator, reviewers looked for a special emphasis on the modeling process in high school. 

o  M11 — Statistical topics are included in high school standards through Algebra II (or similar). 
For this indicator, reviewers looked for standards that align to a particular, nonexhaustive list of statistics and probability topics 
related to the grade 12 NAEP framework, a majority of state standards, and the CCSS.

STRUCTURE
Standards should be organized around core ideas. Ideally, these core ideas are grouped by some intermediate level of organization, 
such as clusters of standards addressing related concepts. The use of clusters between the highest-level descriptive organizers and 
the standards helps to maintain coherence, ensures that standards are related, and discourages the inclusion of disconnected skills. 
In contrast, some standards are organized by high-level “strands” that appear every year, which promotes a typical problem in older 
standards in the United States:

  We introduce topics early and then repeat them year after year. To make matters worse, very little depth is added each time 
the topic is addressed because each year we devote much of the time to reviewing the topic.30 

Researcher Liping Ma, speaking of the strand model, indicates that the “damage this structure has caused to U.S. elementary 
mathematics education is the instability of content, discontinuity in instruction, and incoherence in concepts.”31 Adoption of a 
strand model tends to emphasize all topics as equal, with nothing central, and too easily allows additional, disconnected standards 
to be included. This situation promotes a curriculum that is a “mile wide and an inch deep.”32 Similarly, the 2008 The Final Report 
of the National Mathematics Advisory Panel recommends: 

  A focused, coherent progression of mathematics learning, with an emphasis on proficiency with key topics, should become 
the norm in elementary and middle school mathematics curricula. Any approach that continually revisits topics year after 
year without closure is to be avoided.33 

30  Schmidt, Houang, & Cogan, 2002, p. 3. 
31  Ma, 2013, p. 1293. 
32  Schmidt, Houang, & Cogan, 2002, p.3. 
33  National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008, p. 22. 
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Reviewers examined the high-level organization of the standards for the 24 states in this study to see if the standards for grades 
K–5 are organized around the core ideas of arithmetic or if they are instead presented under uniform strands across all grade levels. 
Reviewers also looked for an intermediate level of organization between the standards and the core ideas. 

The indicators and rating descriptors are below:

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M1: The K–5 standards have an overall 
structure that emphasizes the core 
ideas of arithmetic.

High-level organization  
focuses on groups of 
related standards and 
includes intermediate 
levels of organization. 

The standards focus  
on groups of related  
standards but lack  
intermediate levels  
of organization.

The standards use  
a strand model for  
the highest level  
of organization.

The table below uses color coding to show the ratings for each of the 24 states’ mathematics standards. The table is followed with 
specific findings and examples: 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M1: The K–5 standards have an overall structure that emphasizes the core ideas of arithmetic. 

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

o  Most of the states have structure that emphasizes the core ideas of arithmetic.

o  Only a few states organize their standards in a way that detracts from the emphasis on arithmetic in grades K–5. Oklahoma and 
Pennsylvania use a strand model for the highest level of organization. Indiana and South Carolina lack an intermediate level of 
organization and thus lose how the standards are clustered for specific purposes under domain titles.

MATHEMATICAL PRACTICES
In 2001, the report Adding It Up by the National Research Council promoted a notion of mathematical proficiency that  
indicated proficiency requires more than performing a list of procedural skills well.34 Proficiency, the Council claimed, consists of 
five components that are interdependent:

o   Conceptual understanding;

o  Procedural fluency;

o  Strategic competence;

o  Adaptive reasoning; and

o  Productive disposition.

34  National Research Council, 2001.
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Similarly, in 2000, NCTM released its process standards that expect, among other things, students to be problem solvers  
that reason about mathematics, make arguments, and communicate mathematically.35  These standards helped to elevate ex-
pectations for what it means to learn mathematics well and served as the foundation in the development of the Standards  
for Mathematical Practice in the CCSS:36  

1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.

3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.

4. Model with mathematics.

5. Use appropriate tools strategically.

6. Attend to precision.

7. Look for and make use of structure.

8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.

Including practice standards, or something similar, helps to enforce the notion that learning mathematics requires more than 
performing procedures. In fact, these sorts of practice standards are also found in states that never adopted the Common 
Core. Texas has the “mathematical process standards,” and Nebraska has the “mathematical processes.” The new SAT exam 
now “covers all mathematical practices.”37 Internationally, Singapore emphasizes mathematical processes by noting them as an 
expectation for all grade levels.38 Such practices are also reflected in the definition of mathematical literacy in the 2015  
framework for PISA:

  Mathematical literacy is an individual’s capacity to formulate, employ and interpret mathematics  
in a variety of contexts. It includes reasoning mathematically and using mathematical concepts, procedures, facts and 
tools to describe, explain and predict phenomena. It assists individuals to  
recognise the role that mathematics plays in the world and to make the well-founded judgements and decisions needed 
by constructive, engaged and reflective citizens.39  

Research has shown that college instructors recognize the importance of mathematical practices40 and that middle school 
teachers see the practices as essential.41  To be effective, though, practices should be easily referenced. Being easily referenced 
means that they are numbered and not just provided as a list so that teachers can call them by name in their lesson plans and 
in conversations with students, parents, and other teachers. To be useful for teachers, and to ensure that they will be used, the 
practices should also be explained and placed in the same document as the content standards.

35  National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, n.d. 
36  Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010, p. 6.
37  College Board, 2015, p. 12. 
38  Ministry of Education, Singapore, 2012. 
39  Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2016, p. 4.
40  Conley, Drummond, de Gonzalez, Rooseboom, & Stout, 2011. 
41  Davis, Choppin, McDuffie, & Drake, 2013.  
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For this analysis, reviewers considered the importance of mathematical practices in the standards, as  
described below: 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M2: The standards emphasize  
the importance of the 
mathematical practices.

The standards include 
something like the  
practices.

The standards include 
something like the  
practices but with less 
prominence or emphasis 
than should be present. 

The standards severely 
de-emphasize or have 
nothing like the practices. 

The table below uses color coding to show the ratings for each of the 24 states’ mathematics standards. The table is followed 
with specific findings and examples:

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M2: The standards emphasize the importance of the mathematical practices.

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

o   Eighteen of the states place a strong emphasis on mathematical practices. 

o   North Carolina, Oklahoma, and Pennsylvania do not number practices, which lessens the ability to reference them in  
discussion or to use them in assessment. 

o   Florida and Missouri do not include practices in their standards. 

o   In Arkansas, practices are not included in the standards documents and are found only as a “related file” on the state website. 

PROCEDURES, CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDINGS, AND APPLICATIONS
It is not enough for standards to focus only on procedural skills. The Final Report of the National Mathematics Advisory Panel 
explains the need for simultaneous emphasis on conceptual understanding and procedural skill and fluency: 

  To prepare students for Algebra, the curriculum must simultaneously develop conceptual understanding, computational 
fluency, and problem solving skills. Debates regarding the relative importance of these aspects of mathematical knowledge 
are misguided.42 

42  National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008, p. xix.
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Along with procedural skills and conceptual understandings, standards should also include an emphasis on applications of the  
mathematics. Students, after all, should see the usefulness of the mathematics and be able to apply it to real-life situations. The  
College Board claims that the revised SAT, for example, now stresses the importance of procedures, understandings, and applications:

  To succeed on the redesigned SAT, students will need to exhibit command of mathematical practices, fluency with 
mathematical procedures, and conceptual understanding of mathematical ideas. In keeping with the evidence, the exam 
will also provide opportunities for richer applied problems.43  

As an indicator for emphasis on procedures, understandings, and applications, reviewers considered a selection of eight K–8 
topics, provided in Appendix A of this report, for which standards, or elements of standards, should address all three aspects. 
Specifically, reviewers looked to see if a state’s standards expect procedural skill, evidence of understanding, and an application 
for each topic. For example, the standards should include an expectation that students can divide fractions (perform the proce-
dure), show they understand what they are doing (or getting) when they divide (demonstrate understanding and connect to the 
concept of division), and divide fractions in a real-life setting (apply the concept and procedure). A state meets the target for a 
specific topic if the standards include expectations for all three aspects. 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M3: The standards emphasize  
procedures, conceptual  
understandings, and applications.

All three aspects are 
found for seven or eight 
of the selected topics.

All three aspects are 
found for five or six of the 
selected topics. 

All three aspects are 
found in fewer than five 
of the selected topics. 

The table below uses color coding to show the ratings for each of the 24 states’ mathematics standards. The table is followed 
with specific findings and examples: 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M3: The standards emphasize procedures, conceptual understandings, and applications.

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

o   For the sample of eight selected topics, 19 of the 24 states meet the indicator for all three aspects. 

o   In Missouri and Pennsylvania, the rating is low due to a weakness in the area of applications. In Oklahoma, the weakest 
aspect is conceptual understanding.

43  College Board, 2015, p. 38.
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SEQUENCING
Standards are interconnected and the web of relationships among them is complex.44  A high-quality set of standards should always 
place mathematical content in the proper sequence across the grades. If Topic B mathematically depends on Topic A, then Topic 
B must follow Topic A. Otherwise, the student will experience the mathematics for Topic B as a disconnected skill. For example, if 
standards introduce a topic that requires working with decimal numbers (e.g., using dollars-and-cents notation) before the concept of 
decimals has been introduced or developed, students will have no reference for the meaning of the decimal point and will not be able 
to connect the work to mathematics they already know. This situation is a type of “missing ingredient” sequencing error.45 

For this analysis, reviewers considered this sort of sequencing issue in the standards, as described below:

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M4: The standards are sequenced in an 
order that makes mathematical sense.

The standards have  
no observed issues with 
topics appearing out  
of sequence. 

The standards have  
one or two topics  
out of sequence. 

The standards  
have three or more  
sequencing issues. 

The table below uses color coding to show the ratings for each of the 24 states’ mathematics standards. The table is followed 
with specific findings and examples: 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M4: The standards are sequenced in an order that makes mathematical sense.

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

o Most states sequence standards in a way that avoids clear “missing ingredient” errors.

o  Massachusetts and South Carolina expect work with angles in grade 3 before introducing and defining angles and their  
measures in grade 4. Some states, such as Arizona, Indiana, and Oklahoma, create sequencing issues by including  
standards addressing problems involving money that do not align with the arithmetic expectations of the grade.  
Pennsylvania references an understanding of fractions before fractions are introduced. In Tennessee similar triangles  
are used in grade 8 to define slope, but similarity is not addressed until high school. 

44  See, for example, http:/achievethecore.org/coherence-map/. 
45  Daro, Mosher, & Corcoran, 2011, p. 49.
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GRADES K–5
Historically, the U.S. curriculum has tended to be wide rather than deep, so much so that when compared to the rest of the 
world, one report found “there is no textbook in the world that has as many topics as our mathematics textbooks, bar none.”46 
The 2008 The Final Report of the National Mathematics Advisory Panel even noted, “U.S. curricula typically include many 
topics at each grade level, with each receiving relatively limited development, while top-performing countries present fewer 
topics at each grade level but in greater depth.”47 In looking at pre-Common Core standards, the Panel also noted, based on the 
work of the Thomas B. Fordham Institute, that even in the six states with the highest-rated standards at that time, the states 
“provide an emphasis on fewer important topics per year than most states; but compared with the ‘A+ countries’ (Singapore, 
Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, Flemish Belgium, and the Czech Republic), they all spend a great deal of time in the primary grades 
on topics other than arithmetic.” In its 2009 report Mathematics Learning in Early Childhood: Paths Toward Excellence and 
Equity, the National Research Council, recommends that “[m]athematics experiences in early childhood settings should  
concentrate on (1) number (which includes whole number, operations, and relations) and (2) geometry, spatial relations,  
and measurement, with more mathematics learning time devoted to number than to the other topics.”48 

With an emphasis on arithmetic in grades K–5 in mind, reviewers looked to see if states have included particular nonarithmetic 
topics in their K–5 standards. Specifically, reviewers looked for the inclusion of probability, geometric transformation, measures 
of center, a strong emphasis on patterns,49 currency unrelated to its value, or nonmathematical calendar topics.50  

Additionally, it is essential that students know basic computations, such as sums of two one-digit numbers and single-digit  
multiplication from memory. This knowledge is particularly important because “[c]omputational proficiency with whole number 
operations is dependent on sufficient and appropriate practice to develop automatic recall of addition and related subtraction  
facts, and of multiplication and related division facts.”  Knowing these facts from memory is critical for solving complex problems.  

The indicators and rating descriptors are below: 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M5: The K–5 standards maintain a 
focus on arithmetic.

The K–5 standards do  
not include any of the 
additional topics.

The standards include 
one, two, or three of the 
additional topics.

The standards include 
more than three of the 
additional topics.

M6: The standards expect students to 
know single-digit sums and products 
from memory.

The standards clearly  
require that students 
know single-digit sums 
and products from  
memory. 

Either:

(a) The standards have an 
expectation to “know”  
single-digit sums and 
products but “from 
memory” is not explicitly 
included, or 

(b) The standards expect 
either sums or products of 
single-digit numbers from 
memory but not both.

The standards have no 
clear expectation of  
knowing single-digit  
sums and products.

46  Schmidt, et al., 2002, p. 3. 
47  National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008, p. 20. 
48  National Research Council, 2009, p. 345.
49  Klein et al., 2005, found “[t]he attention given to patterns in state standards verges on the obsessive,” p. 17.
50  See metric NN1A of http://achievethecore.org/page/1946/instructional-materials-evaluation-tool.
51  National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008, p. xix.
52  Willingham, 2009. 
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The table below uses color coding to show the ratings for each of the 24 states’ mathematics standards. The table is followed 
with specific findings and examples: 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M5: The K–5 standards maintain a focus on arithmetic

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

M6: The standards expect students to know single-digit sums and products from memory.53 

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

o  Eighteen of the 24 states strongly emphasize arithmetic skills in grades K–5, supporting a solid foundation for later  
mathematical studies.

o  A few states add concepts that might detract from the emphasis on arithmetic in grades K–5. For example, Oklahoma 
and South Carolina add primary-grade standards related to patterns that are not connected to numbers (e.g., shapes and 
sounds); other states, including Indiana and Mississippi, add vocabulary requirements, such as naming the days of the week 
or recognizing and naming coins with no same-grade connection to coin values. Similarly, New York expects students to 
“explore” coins.54 Two states, Indiana and Oklahoma, include mean and median in K–5, though both do so in grade 5.55 In 
each case these requirements take time and shift focus from the primary goal in K–5: acquiring knowledge and skills related 
to arithmetic.

o  Seventeen of the 24 states require that students know both single-digit sums and products from memory in primary grades. 
Such expectations are no longer clearly identified in Indiana, Missouri, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and South 
Carolina. North Carolina requires knowing products, but not sums, from memory. 

o  During the analysis for this report, reviewers found that Missouri and Pennsylvania have no expectations in their K–5 
standards for students to work with standard algorithms. The lack of this expectation also raises questions about whether 
students will be adequately prepared to solve problems involving arithmetic efficiently and effectively. 

53 States that expect only that students “use mental strategies” for calculations do not meet this criterion. States that require automatic recall do meet the criterion. 
54 See standard NY-K.MD.4.
55  Arkansas provides an example in the grade 5 standard 5.MD.B.8 that requires mean and median, but Achieve considers this a coherence issue in that mean and median 

are not introduced until later.
56  National Assessment Governing Board, 2017. 
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GRADES 6–8
The work in grades 6–8 serves as the foundation for much of the everyday mathematics we encounter in our lives. It also 
serves as the connection between earlier work in arithmetic and the mathematical demands of high school. For this review, 
reviewers looked for the inclusion of a short list of topics in grades 6–8 (see Appendix B) related to the grade 8 objectives in 
the 2017 mathematics framework for NAEP,  a vast majority of state standards, and the CCSS. As an indication that students 
are on track for further mathematics, reviewers also looked to see if students are expected to solve pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations with rational coefficients algebraically by the end of grade 8. Because the number and algebra skills required are a 
critical foundation for the in-depth study of both linear and nonlinear equations and functions in high school courses, this  
expectation serves as a gauge for high school readiness.

The indicators and rating descriptors are below:

56  National Assessment Governing Board, 2017. 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M7: The standards address the  
critical topics in grades 6–8.

The standards address all 
the listed critical topics in 
grades 6–8.

The standards miss one or 
two of the listed  
critical topics.

The standards miss more 
than two of the listed 
critical topics.

M8: By the end of grade 8,  
students algebraically solve  
pairs of simultaneous linear 
equations with rational coefficients.

By the end of grade 8, the 
standards expect students 
to algebraically solve pairs 
of simultaneous linear 
equations with rational 
coefficients.

By the end of grade 8, 
the standards expect  
students to solve pairs  
of simultaneous linear 
equations but do not 
expect algebraic solutions 
with rational coefficients.

The standards do not 
expect students to solve 
pairs of simultaneous 
linear equations by the 
end of grade 8.

The table below uses color coding to show the ratings for each of the 24 states’ mathematics standards. The table is followed 
with specific findings and examples: 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M7: The standards address the critical topics in grades 6–8.

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

M8: By the end of grade 8, students algebraically solve pairs of simultaneous linear equations with rational coefficients.

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

o  Twenty-one of the 24 states in this report present evidence of all the selected topics in grades 6–8.

o  In both Oklahoma and Tennessee, the grade 6 understanding of similarity and congruence, an important foundation for 
high school geometry, is omitted. Pennsylvania neglects problems about scaling geometric figures, foundational work with 
variables, informal comparison of data sets, and variability of data.

o  Seventeen of the 24 states expect grade 8 students to solve a system of linear equations with rational coefficients algebraically. 
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o  Five of the moderate ratings for the pacing indicator expect only graph-based, rather than algebraic, solutions for linear sys-
tems in grade 8. New York limits the work to integer coefficients rather than working with numbers appropriate to the grade, 
and Oklahoma does not require solutions of linear systems until high school.

HIGH SCHOOL
The issues around high school mathematics standards are complex. While standards in grades K–8 are articulated by grade 
levels across the states, the same uniformity is not true for the sets of high school standards. Some states present high school 
standards in courses, while others present the standards in categories based on concepts. Some states do both. All states have 
standards at the level of Algebra II (or similar), but not all states require Algebra II (or similar) to graduate,57 indicating that not 
all high school standards are really expected of all students. Some states include standards for fourth-year courses; others do 
not. Some states require a fourth year of mathematics; others do not. Some states place an emphasis on modeling, and some 
have strong expectations for probability and statistics in the first three years of high school. 

Historically, research such as the American Diploma Project clarified the importance of higher-level mathematics for all students, 
including through Algebra II, in high school.58 The specific need for Algebra II was articulated in an extensive 1999 U.S. Department  
of Education study:

  Of all pre-college curricula, the highest level of mathematics one studies in secondary school has the strongest  
continuing influence on bachelor’s degree completion. Finishing a course beyond the level of Algebra 2 (for example, 
Trigonometry or Precalculus) more than doubles the odds that a student who enters postsecondary education will 
complete a bachelor’s degree.59  

A 2006 follow-up report reinforced the need for Algebra II.60 In 2008, Achieve summarized the research on the importance of 
higher-level mathematics in high school and found:61 

 •  Taking higher-level mathematics courses is key to accessing postsecondary education, especially for disadvantaged 
and minority students; 

 • Mathematics is critical for college success and degree completion; 

 •  Students who take higher-level mathematics courses are better prepared for the workplace and earn higher salaries; 
and

 • Higher-level mathematics skills are used in many kinds of work. 

57 Achieve, n.d.  
58 Achieve, 2004.
59 Adelman, 1999, p. vii. 
60 Adelman, 2006. 
61 Achieve, 2008. 
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High school standards should also place a special emphasis on modeling, the process by which mathematics is used to  
describe the world around us. Students should be able to determine the relevant quantities in a situation, relate the quantities 
mathematically, and report how the mathematics can be used to explain the situation. The 2016 Guidelines for Assessment  
and Instruction in Mathematical Modeling Education clearly describe the importance of modeling:

  In modeling, students see how mathematics can help them make predictions and provide insight into the real world. 
Further, the real world can help them with mathematics; they can identify mathematical mistakes if their model does 
not produce results that are consistent with the real world. This back-and-forth helps elevate the status of mathematics; 
perhaps for the first time, students are able to see how math relates to the real world and can provide insight into many 
aspects of their lives.62  

According to the National Research Council’s report The Mathematical Sciences in 2025, the building of mathematical models is  
“[c]entral to much of science, engineering, and society today.”63The 2015 Common Vision report from the Mathematical Association 
of America (MAA) calls for entry-level college courses that include modeling as a focus.64 Additionally, from an international  
perspective, “[t]he modelling cycle is a central aspect of the PISA conception of students as active problem solvers.”65 Given the  
importance of the modeling process, the reviewers looked to see if states stress that importance in high school.

Beyond modeling, in this era of big data,66 states should be increasing, rather than decreasing, the emphasis on statistical  
literacy. The importance of understanding statistics is nicely described in the 2007 Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction  
in Statistics Education (GAISE) Report:

  Our lives are governed by numbers. Every high school graduate should be able to use sound statistical reasoning to 
intelligently cope with the requirements of citizenship, employment, and family and to be prepared for a healthy, happy, 
and productive life.67  

Indeed, the MAA’s 2015 Common Vision report notes the importance of increasing statistics education as “[d]ata-driven science 
is reshaping the processes of discovery and learning in the 21st century.” The report continues to note that the “current attention 
to big data and the demand for college graduates with data skills should prompt changes in our entry-level courses which result in 
students being better prepared for jobs requiring computational and statistical skills.”68 States should be equipping all high school 
students with statistical skills and understandings. 

In this context, reviewers focused the review of high school mathematics standards on the inclusion of standards through 
the level of Algebra II and on the inclusion of an emphasis on modeling and a selection of statistics topics in the coursework 
through Algebra II (or similar). 

62 Garfunkel & Montgomery, 2016, p. 46.
63 National Research Council, 2013. 
64 Saxe & Braddy, 2015.  
65 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2016, p. 65. 
66 Lohr, 2012. 
67 Franklin et al., 2007, p. 1.
68 Saxe & Braddy, 2015, p. 16. 

PRESENT ABSENT

M9: The state includes standards through Algebra II (or similar).

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV
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The findings indicate that all of the states in this review include standards through the level of Algebra II (or similar):

With respect to modeling and statistics, in some cases, states may provide related statistics standards in fourth-year courses, 
but such courses are typically optional and are not expected for all students. Additionally, fourth-year statistics courses present 
a problem of access, as only 68 percent of 12th graders in lower-income schools are offered a statistics course in their school 
curriculum.69 The selected topics are listed in Appendix C and are all related to objectives in the 2017 grade 12 NAEP framework, 
a majority of state standards, and the CCSS. Some grade 12 objectives in the NAEP framework are designated as “content beyond 
that typically taught in a standard 3-year course of study (the equivalent of 1 year of geometry and 2 years of algebra).”70  
However, all of the selected topics match objectives that do not carry that designation and are therefore expected in a typical 
three-year course of study.

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M10: The modeling process is given 
special emphasis in high school  
standards through Algebra II  
(or similar).

The high school standards 
include special emphasis 
on the modeling process 
and make clear  
connections to  
appropriate standards. 

The high school standards 
provide some special  
emphasis on modeling, 
but it could be stron-
ger. For example, the 
connection to particular 
standards is not clearly 
explained or indicated.

The high school standards 
may include some that 
imply modeling, but there 
is no special emphasis  
to draw attention to 
that implication. 

M11: Statistical topics are included  
in high school standards through  
Algebra II (or similar).

The standards address  
all the listed topics before 
the end of Algebra II  
(or similar).

The standards miss one 
or two of the listed topics 
before the end of  
Algebra II (or similar).

The standards miss more 
than two of the listed 
topics before the end of 
Algebra II (or similar).

The indicators and rating descriptors are below:

The table below uses color coding to show the ratings for each of the 24 states’ mathematics standards. The table is followed 
with specific findings and examples: 

2: STRONG 1: MODERATE 0: WEAK/ABSENT

M10: The modeling process is given special emphasis in high school standards through Algebra II (or similar).

AL AZ AR CA FL GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

M11: Statistical topics are included in high school standards through Algebra II (or similar).

AL AZ AR CA FL71 GA ID IN IA LA MA MS MO NJ NY NC ND OH OK PA SC TN UT WV

69 Change the Equation, 2016.  
70 National Assessment Governing Board, 2017, p. 7.
71 This analysis cannot be determined as Florida only lists its standards in a single, four-year format.  
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 •  Half of the 24 states place a strong and special emphasis on the modeling process in high school. Nine states have 
no special high school emphasis on modeling. 

 •  Most of the states continue to emphasize statistics topics in coursework through Algebra II.

 •  Several statistics topics are absent from the high school standards through Algebra II in Oklahoma and Pennsylvania. 
In Alabama and South Carolina some of the statistics topics appear in high school but only in a fourth-year course, 
which de-emphasizes the importance of statistics for all students.

Adding to the complexities of the high school standards, the mathematics students need when they finish high school is more fluid now 
than in the past. States that will be revising their standards in the foreseeable future must carefully establish what students should  
understand and be able to do to be college and career ready. This effort requires working especially closely with faculty and other  
representatives from postsecondary education and with state workforce development agencies and employers so that high school 
mathematics standards and curricular pathways are carefully aligned with new and emerging pathways through postsecondary education 
and into careers. For example, higher education is beginning to explore alternative pathways to better meet the needs and postsecondary 
aspirations of students, as explained in a 2015 report from the Charles A. Dana Center at The University of Texas at Austin:

  For students majoring in programs such as social or behavioral sciences, the most important mathematics is statistics, 
not algebra. For liberal arts students, who typically need to take one core math course to graduate in their majors, 
quantitative reasoning is likely to be more relevant to their future lives and careers.72 

Similarly, the MAA’s Common Vision report calls for entry-level options to College Algebra for students who are not heading to 
Calculus. Such courses should focus on “problem solving, modeling, statistics, and applications.”73 The Mathematical Sciences in 
2025 indicates that Calculus is not the appropriate gateway for all students and that other college pathways should be developed.74  
Similarly, the INGenIOuS Project75 and Transforming Post-Secondary Education in Mathematics (TPSE)76 call for new entry-level 
pathways for college students. 

These alternative postsecondary pathways exist and are gaining traction. Ohio, through its Articulation & Transfer Network,77 and 
the University System of Georgia78 now offer different mathematics pathways to better meet student needs. Additionally,  
pathways programs like Carnegie Foundation’s Math Pathways (Statway and Quantway)79 and the Dana Center’s Mathematics 
Pathways80 seek to move students more quickly through the remediation process. Students in the Statway program, for example, 
may enter the program even though their mathematics knowledge may be well below college level. Within one year, students learn 
the mathematics they need and earn college-level credit in statistics.81 This process contrasts with the typical, yet ineffective,82   
remediation pathway that forces students through a multisemester developmental algebra pipeline. 

72 Kazis & Cullinane, 2015. 
73 Saxe & Braddy, 2015, p. 16. 
74 National Research Council, 2013, pp. 10–11.
75 Zorn et al., p. 3.
76 See the printable pdf at http://www.tpsemath.org/meeting1.
77 Ohio Department of Higher Education, 2016.
78 See http://completega.org/math-pathways.
79 Carnegie Foundation, n.d.-a.
80 See https://dcmathpathways.org/
81 Carnegie Foundation, n.d.-b.
82 Bailey, Jeong, & Cho, 2010. 
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Indeed, important conversations need to happen, such as the one summarized in Learning Works’ Degrees of Freedom:

  The notion of eliminating Algebra 2 in high school appears to give educators the greatest pause. Years of effort have been 
expended ensuring that more students have access to the courses that are correlated with higher education opportunities. 
Access to algebra, in fact, has been considered a civil rights issue. This history leaves many cautious that alternative  
pathways would create separate but unequal tracks. “It’s an interesting idea, fraught with danger,” says [Alan] Schoenfeld. 
 “In the language of the 1989 math standards, the so-called ‘non-college-intending’ tracks all turned out to be dead ends.” 

  UCLA’s [Mark] Green is only slightly less wary ... “You have a danger of people being limited throughout their lives by 
what math they got early on—or didn’t. There’s a lot of stuff that uses Algebra 2, and students who don’t take it may 
be unaware that they are limiting their options later on.” 

  “On the other hand,” he acknowledges, “it’s much better to have someone who genuinely understands modeling and  
quantitative reasoning and has a feeling for statistics than someone who took an Algebra 2 class but is totally bewildered by 
it.” He believes that it’s incumbent on schools offering alternatives to inform students that such courses won’t prepare them 
for various scientific fields.83  

What implication these shifts may have on standards and curriculum in high school is not clear yet, though all students should be 
expected to learn advanced algebra, modeling, and statistics. States that meet these criteria will provide students with a strong  
foundation for further learning and careers and will ensure that all students have a range of options and pathways beyond high school. 

83 Burdman, 2015, p. 21. 
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DISCUSSION
In this report, reviewers considered a collection of indicators to explore state-level mathematics standards for those states  
that at one point adopted the CCSS but have made modifications to their standards since that adoption. While many states 
continue to attend to many of these indicators, a few states fall far short.84 Overall, the revisions seen in the states in this 
report reinforce the notion that writing a high-quality set of standards is complex and difficult work and that many aspects of 
high-quality standards could be missed during the revision process. 

Standards need to be easily usable, or they may not be used at all. The most convenient presentations for standards are clear, single- 
document versions that allow teachers to look at their own grade-level expectations, along with other grades, and refer to specific 
standards with ease. Some states post their standards in multiple files, adding layers of complexity and making seeing the whole set 
of standards at once impossible. Tracking a progression for a specific concept through various files is particularly cumbersome. 

While making small changes may be easy, determining the ripple effect of those changes is altogether more challenging. All 
modifications to standards, however trivial, must involve conversations across multiple grades. Tools like the Coherence Map 
can help to reinforce the necessary interconnectedness of a quality set of standards as well as the fragility and importance of 
connections and common language.85 The removal of standards can affect coherence and should be done with caution.

Agreeing upon key mathematical definitions before changes are made is also important. A glossary can serve this purpose, but too 
often the glossary is an afterthought rather than an organizer of key definitions. The reviewers have seen significant mathematical 
issues in the glossaries. In some cases, terms are defined circularly, definitions of terms contradict other terms, terms simply do not 
align to the intention in the standards, or terms and/or their definitions lack precision. Precise standards require precise definitions.

The indicators in this report are high level, but a quality set of standards will also have to attend to finer points. Achieve has  
historically reviewed standards based on the criteria of focus, coherence, rigor, clarity, specificity, and measurability. Standards 
should focus on the most important aspects at each grade level, and they should lack repetition. They should be fully coherent 
within and between grade levels. Every standard should fit into some progression of ideas. They should evidence rigor throughout 
by balancing conceptual understanding, procedural skills and fluencies, and applications. States should maintain strong expectations 
for students to create arguments, prove, and justify. Standards (and examples) should be clear; lack ambiguity; and be free from 
mathematical, typographical, and grammatical errors. They should be specific and neither too vague nor too atomistic. And they 
should be measurable, using performance verbs that call for students to demonstrate knowledge and skills.86

84 See the full table in Appendix D.  
85 See http://achievethecore.org/coherence-map/.
86 Some states now have standards in which students “explore” or “discover,” which are difficult, if not impossible, to measure. 
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APPENDIX A
Topics used for the analysis in M3:

o  Addition and subtraction within 20

o  Addition and subtraction within 1,000

o  Multiplication and division within 100

o  Angle measure

o  Volume measure (geometric)

o  Division of fractions

o  Equations of form x + p = q and px = q

o  Pythagorean Theorem

APPENDIX B
Select topics for grades 6–8:

o  Ratio 

o  Proportional relationships

o  Operations with rational numbers

o  Expressions and equations

 •  Representing situations with variables

 •  Equivalent forms

 •  Linear equations (representations and solving)

o  Introduction to functions

o  Statistics

 •  Measures of center

 •  Measures of variability

 •  Comparing two data sets informally

 • Line fit to bivariate data

o  Geometry

 •  Scale drawings

 •  Surface area and volume

 •  Similarity and congruence

 •  Pythagorean Theorem

APPENDIX C
Statistics and probability topics for high school:

o  Standard deviation of a data set

o  Two-way tables 

o  Fitting a function to data 

o  The correlation coefficient 

o  Correlation and causation 

o  Random sampling 

o  Comparing two data sets 

o  Conditional probability and independence 
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M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11

AL 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0

AZ 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1

AR 2 0 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1

CA 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

FL 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 n/a

GA 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2

ID 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

IN 1 2 1 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 2

IA 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

LA 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

MA 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

MS 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2

MO 2 0 0 2 1 0 2 1 2 0 2

NJ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

NY 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1

NC 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 0 2

ND 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 2

OH 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2

OK 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0

PA 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 2 2 0 0

SC 1 2 2 1 1 0 2 2 2 0 0

TN 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2

UT 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 0 2

WV 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2

APPENDIX D
Summary table of all states by indicator:

M1: The K–5 standards have an overall structure that  
emphasizes the core ideas of arithmetic. 

M2: The standards emphasize the importance of the  
mathematical practices.

M3: The standards emphasize procedures, conceptual  
understandings, and applications.

M4: The standards are sequenced in an order that makes 
mathematical sense.

M5: The K–5 standards maintain a focus on arithmetic.

M6: The standards expect students to know single-digit sums 
and products from memory.

M7: The standards address the critical topics in grades 6–8.

M8: By the end of grade 8, students algebraically solve pairs 
of simultaneous linear equations with rational coefficients.

M9: The state includes standards through Algebra II (or similar).

M10: The modeling process is given special emphasis in high 
school standards through Algebra II (or similar).

M11: Statistical topics are included in high school standards 
through Algebra II (or similar). 
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